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Volleyball captured their first ever NESCAC title on Nov. 6, they will host the regional NCAA Division 111tournament Nov. 10-12. They face Mount Ida at 8:30 p. m. on Nov. 10 in the Wadsworth Gymnasium.

College Aff a irs recommends ch ange in Digest SGA to organize in
of Civil Discourse to Presidents' Council
smaller groups, focusing
on broad issue areas
By BEN HERBST
NEWS EDITOR

The College Affairs Committee
recently recommended to the
Presidents' Council that they consider
allowing all members of the College
community, including faculty, staff
and administrators, to be able to read
the Digest of Civil Discourse. In the
letter, the CAC asserted that this
change would upgrade the level of
civility on the Digest and "would contribute to making Colby a more inclusive community..."
Currently, only students and select
administrators in the Dean of Students
office receive the Digest of Civil
Discourse.
The original intention for the
Digest was to provide a place for discussion between students on issues
and keep the Digest of General
Announcement fre e of extra messages. Because of the personal attacks
that sometimes take place, the Digest
has raised concerns from administrators regarding the level of civility.
Co-Chair of the committee
Gabrielle Adams '06 presented the
letter to PC at their Nov. 6 meeting.
"We feel this is an important move for
several reasons," she told them ,

explaining the committee's motiva- They have made changes in the past,
tions. She said that allowing others to such as dividing the original Digest of
read the Digest would upgrade the General Announcements into different
standard for level of discourse, since categories and splitting the Digest of
"riide or otherwise weak arguments Civil Discourse fro m the original
would be avoided and build commu- digest to make a new daily e-mail.
nity since faculty; and staff would "There were problems in the student
Digest, that s why
know what students
College Affairs got
are
concerned
involved ," Kassman
about.
said.
While disci plinary action can take
S t u d e n t
place as a result of
G o v e r n m e n tAssociation
inappropriate comments that occur on
President
Donnie
O'Callaghan
the Digest, that has
'06
happened
said in a Nov. 7
only
once. Also, Vice
interview that he
"liked the idea of the
President
for
Gabrielle Adams '06 Digest being a stuStudent Affairs and
Co-Chair of the College Affairs
Dean of Students
dent-onl y place to
Committee
voice concerns," but
Janice Kassman ,
he asked , "is [the
who is also co-chair
Di gest] leading to
of the- CAC, said
that in the past she has emailed stu- civil discourse and discussion?" lie
dents directly to correct misinforma- commented that the discourse this
year has been at a hi gher level than
tion that is presented on the di gest.
-'Some of the postings are irrele- years past , but in the past there have
vant or have little intellectual founda- been what can only be described as
attacks by students on those with
tion ," Gabrielle Adams said.
Kassman said that the CAC has opposing viewpoints.
President William I). Adams said
received comp laints about the level of
civility on the digest and has talked that opening the Digest up to the
about it in their meetings over time, entire community was wort h try ing.

"
"

Some of the
postings are
irrelevant or
have little intellectual foundation.

and agreed it could possibly contribute to community-building. He
said that the amount of inappropriate
material found on the Digest may be
limited if it were opened up. "I think
there may be a principle of restraint in
that opening up," he said. President
Adams, who has access to the Digest
as an officer of the College, rarely
reads postings, doing so only when
Kassman brings them to his attention.
In an article entitled "On Postings
and Other, Sometimes Uncivil ,
Discourse" in Colby magazine 's Fall
issue, President Adams wrote, "I
believe that e-rnail, instant messaging,
electric forums and the like have
made it easier for us to forget that real
people, with real feelings, exist on the
receiving end of our messages."
O'Callaghan said the viewpoint of
students who use the Digest the most
should not be ignored, because "those
voices on the campus can 't be
ignored."
According to SGA Parliamentarian
Zach Russem '06, a motion will most
likel y be presented at the next PC
meeting (Nov. 20 in the Parker-Reed
Room of the Schair building) to waive
the ri ght to make a recommendation ,
concur with the recommendation , or
Continued on Page 3

Veterans ' Day ceremony planned to honor College and local heroes
By KATIE HAMM
EDITOR IN CHIEF

A Veterans ' Day Ceremony to recognize those who have served our
nation will be held on Priday, Nov, 11
at 4 p.m. at the flagpole.
The ceremony is sponsored by
Colby Students Cor America. The service will include words by .Protestant
Chaplain Ronald Morrell and Assistant
Professor of Sociology Alec Camp bell ,
said Lee Ignitions '07, president ol
Colby Students for America. President
William P. Adams, a Vietnam War veteran, will place a wreath on the stone
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memorial on Miller Lnwn commemorating those Colby students who have
served in war. The ceremony will end
with veterans from the American
Legion in Waterville taking down the
American Hag and performing a flagfolding ceremony.
"Veterans ' Day is important in the
context of what 's going on in the
world; veterans have given us our
basic freedoms and whether you 're for
or uguinsl Iraq or Afghanistan , veterIHIS are ordinary people who are willing to sacrifice ," I Miniums said,
limnions added that the holiday bus
personal significance for him because

his father was in the Vietnam War.
A similar ceremony was held last
year, and Knimons said that he was
pleased with the turnout of approximate 50-75 people, lie hopes to have
another large turnout this year, Others
have hel ped him with, the event last
and Ibis year be said , including
Mailroom Services Supervisor Louis
lluard.
liinmons stressed that the ceremony
is not a political statement of any type,
but just a celebration of those who are
willing to sacrifice.
"I think people , generally regardless of their views, have the decency

Waterville has a
new coffee establishment, read all
about it on Page 3.

to try to understand the sacrifices that
are made. People are very supportive
in general of Veterans' Day, people
have thanked me last year and this
year, I think here the response has
been positive ," he said.
"Veterans' Day is an opportunity to
think about and honor publicl y those
who .servethe count ry in its armed services , and it is particularl y appropriate
and important to do this when the
country is at war. 1 hope those who are
able will take a moment to join us in a
moment of acknowledgment and
appreciation ,''' Adams said.

By BEN HERBST
NEWS EDITOR

Following up on an idea from
the initial meetings of this year 's
Student Government Association
executive board last spring, SGA
President Donnie O'Callaghan '06
announced a slight SGA reorganization at the Nov. 6 Presidents '
Council meeting.
Six new focus groups composed
of PC members and an executive
board member will work outside of
normally scheduled PC meetings
to investigate broad issues.
"Although reall y great things
came out of Presidents ' Council
[last year], there was still a better
way to organize Presidents '
Council to take advantage of the
people on it and the ideas people
have ," O'Callaghan said , commenting on the thought process
during last year 's executive board
discussions that led to the creation
of these focus groups.
O'Callaghan asked for each PC
member to send him an idea or
issue with which they were particularl y concerned after a recent
meeting, and from those suggestions he formed different groups ,
and p laced members based on their
comments. Me said that this format
should take advantage of the energy people have, and will "shake
[PCI up a little bit,"
The six different groups are
facilities , headed by SGA
Sctretary Tom Testo '07; Campus
Climate and Student Respect ,
headed by O'Callaghan; Social
and Residential Life, headed by
SO A
Parliamentarian
Zacb
Services
(such
as
Russem '06;
financial Aid or Career Services),
headed by Russem; food , headed
by O'Callaghan; and first-year ,
headed by SGA Vice President
Romeo Raugei '06. The first-year

There's another
True Tale from
Security on Page
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I would love to
make [the focus
groups] a little
more formal
and involve
other students
who want to be
a part of [the
process].
Donnie O'Callaghan '06
SGA President

committee 1 will investigate firstyear orientation and the effectiveness of current programs.
Initiall y, the committees will
consist only of PC members and an
executive board member , but
O'Callaghan said membershi p
could eventuall y be broadened to
include other students on campus, 1
"This is just the beginning for
[these focus groups|. I would love
to make [them |a little more formal
and involve other students who
^
want to be a part of [the process],"
he said. O'Callaghan added that
students directl y involved in some
of these broad issues, such as head
residents and residential life or* ,
people involved with COOT and
the first-year experience , would be
ideal candidates to be a part of the
focus groups in the future .
At Echo press time all of the groups were scheduled to have met
before Nov. 10, and O'Cal laghan
was hoping for strong support
fro m members.
"We need to break down into <
smaller groups and come up with
solutions ," Russem said at the
Nov. 6 PC meeting.

Upgrade your
knowledge of
English Special
Bitters on Page 7.
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The Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby College
on Thursday of each week the College is in session.
LETTERS
The Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the .immediate
community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to a current issue or
topic at Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midnight for publication the same week.
Letters should be typed and signed and include an address or phone number. The Echo
will not, under any circumstances, print an unsigned letter.
If possible, p lease submit letters in Microsoft Word or lext format ei ther on 3.5" disk
or via e-mail nf echn<J7)colbV.edu . The Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.
EDITORIALS
The Editoria ls are the official opinion of the majority of theEcho staff. Opinions
expressed in the individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author, not
of the Echo.
CONTACT Us
For information on publication dates or. to contact us about submitting an article,
,
please call us at (207)872-3349 or ext, 3349 on campus.
""—~For"questions~abouradvertistng-and-business-issuesr pleasevcalL(207)872-3786, e-mailechnads@eolbv.edu or fax (207)872-3555;

echo@colby.edu
207-872-3349
www.colby.edu/echo

Who 's Who

Kate Braemer '07
By ANNIE KEARNEY
FEATURES EDITOR

It takes an exceptional student to
win a disc-stacking event and successfully run a dance all in the same
day, but that's- , just part of Kate
Braemer '07's life. She holds many
roles on campus—SPB Special
Events chair (yes, she's the Kathryn
F. Braemer flooding your inbox with
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Kate Braemer '07.

e-mails. "I feel like my job is sending e-mails," she joked), COOT
leader, woodsmen women's captain,
Colby Cares About Kids mentor—
and we commented that she seemed
like the type of person who steps up
when she sees a need. She agreed.
"If someone told me to go pick up a
pile of shit over there, I'd be like,
'well, ok, it needs to get done and
there's no one else doing it...' and I'd
do it, You always learn from every
experience," she said with a cheerful
conviction.
Her desire to learn from experi ence and from the people around her
explains her choice to major in sociology. "1 think what sociology gives
me is a good understanding of how
an individuaJ is going to operate in a
context, and it gives me a better perspective of how 1 fit into my surroundings." How does she think she
fits into her surroundings? She
laughed. "Cm loud , crazy, and I
think it's very obvious I'm on the
woodsmen team. 1 love it. I wear the

on high number of
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jacket everywhere...
Woodsmen is definitely a huge
part of Braemer's life. "I love it,"
she said, her. face Lighting up. She
came to Colby from Philadelphia,
where she attended a private girl 's
school. She had planned on playing
volleyball, but at the tryouts "it was
pretty clear I was getting cut." Still
wanting to be a part of the team, she
went to the club fair,looking around.
When she arrived at the woodsmen
booth, where boys were chopping up
pineapples on the table, she knew
this was the sport for her. Up until
that point "I'd never got the chance
to be the outdoors woman I'd always
wanted to be."That quickly changed
(this is the girl ,. after all, who signed
up to participate in Iced COOT her
freshman year. "I wasn't a Feb fresh
or anything. I just heard there were
extra spots and wanted to go!)."
Though she loves tlie sport itself, her
favorite part is the team itself, who
she described as an "eclectic cast of
characters." "I think it helps that it's
a club," Braemer said. "If you don 't
want to be there, you don't have to
be. That changes the dynamics."
It has also let her take a leadership
position, one that she has grown
increasingly more comfortable with
during her time at Colby. She attributes part of this to her job this summer, teaching English in Thailand
with a small group of college students. She threw herself into that
wholeheartedly, buying books for
the school with her own money,
building a see-saw for the playground , helping the leader coordinate the program . "I'm very lucky,
I' ve been afforded many, many
opportunities which most of the
world doesn 't ever get. I'm obligated to give back as much as I can,"
she explained.
As to the future, Braemer doesn 't
know yet, but she's not particularl y
worried . "I want to keep traveling,
keep learning, keep challenging
myself, teach others if I can ," she
said, As she explained , "I feel like
it 's my role in life to have fun."

In light o-f the recent world
events, such as the Sept. 11 ,
2001 terrorist attacks and suicide
bombings in Palestine arid
Israel, many people have developed misconceptions about the
nature of Islam. On Nov. 4, four
Muslim students shared their
experiences with Islam in the
hopes to dispel some of these
misunderstandings.
To begin the presentation, a
brief video -was shown to highlight some of the central ideas of
the religion. Islam is rooted in
the belief of the worship of a
greater power, accepting the
supremacy of God's will over
that of humans and the developMOLLY WARREN/THE COLBY ECHO
ment of a deep relationship with Four Muslim students gathered on Nov. 4 in the Pugh Center to talk about
God. This relationship is formed their life on campus as Muslims, and their experiences.
through prayer (Muslims pray
five4imes a-day), worship atthe
Mosque and through upholding the education is mandatory for everyone, wear the hijab as means to gain honor,
Muslim virtues of compassion, grace and these Taliban ideas directly con- and to be judged by her mind and not
and donation to the poor.
tradict this notion.
her physical characteristics.
Common stereotypes include the
Soule Sow '09, a native of Senegal,
' Younis Ali '08 was the last student
belief that Muslim women are treated spoke on his experiences with Islam to speak. Though his ancestors are
as subordinates and that Islam is a in West Africa. His family practices from Yemen, he was bom and raised
religion that promotes violence. These Sufism, a branch of Islam that is com- in Brooklyn, New York. For him,
statements are contradictory to the mon in his region. To him, the most Islam represents "the solid ground to
very nature of Islam, and have devel- important aspects of Islam are spiritu- base life off of."He spoke on the three
oped as a result of social and political ality and remembering God all the most important virtues in Islam:
corruption.
In
the
Prophet time. He explained , "Because God peace, obedience and submission.
Mohammed's time, women had equal created everyone, there is something
For all of these students, adapting
rights with men, including the rights of God in everyone."
to life or campus and incorporating
to equal pay with men, land ownerSow was followed by Adriana their religion into their daily lives
ship, divorce, and voting.
Nordin Manan '07, -who is from has proven sometimes challenging,
Four students spoke to dispel these Malaysia. For her, "a sense of corn- but their motivation and faith has
rumors. Ayaz Achakzai • 09, who lives munity especially in times of tragedy" made it possible. Alcohol, eating
in a Pakistani city near the is one of the important aspects of her habits and ample time to pray, are
Afghanistan , border, spoke first. He faith.. She strove to dispel the myth only three of the difficulties faced by
commented that, "I have seen both that Islam is a religion- of rigidity and Muslim students.
extremes of Islam, both the extremists strictaess Sbe commented that she
On the subject of drinking, Sow
^
and th ose who don 't practice," In had "never had a conflict with rel igion commented that he does not drink, but
addition, Achakzai said that "Islam and modernity."
does riot find it a problem.
wants us to take the middle path and
In addition , Manan views part ofher Furthermore, Manan stated that
avoid extremes."
responsibility as a Muslim to point out although she does occasionally enjoy
Due to the infiltration in his region misunderstandings and educate people a social drink, she never "sees [herby the Tal iban regime, Achakzai has about the true nature of her religion. self] losing control." She explained
witnessed the extreme effects of this She spoke on the hijab (the head cov- that people do not Usually impose, but
group. Under the Taliban rule , he wit- ering worn by mariy Muslim woman), that it can be difficult to coexist and
nessed continuous violence and a which is often viewed by westerners as not be influenced by others.
decline in the rights of women, espe- a measure to oppress women. For her,
cially in education. He poi nted out the hijab is a personal choice. She
that in the traditional study of Islam, explained that many women choose to
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viruses on campus

Tlonference to teach basic, exotic skills
By

CHELSEA EAKIIN

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Have you ever had a burning desire
to learn how to write sex poetry?
What about learning how to crochet or
roll sushi? Well , now is your chance .
The Movement for Global Justice
group on c ampus is sponsoring a Do It
Yourself conference on Friday, Nov ,
11 from 12 to 6 p.m.
The main idea behind the conference is to utilize the wide range of
skills so many people on this campus
have, according to Laura Snider '06, a
member of Movement for Global
Justice. Movement is a group committed to promoting progressive
ideas, opun dialogue , education and
awareness on campus. Some of the
issues that Movement for Global
Justice has worked on include sweatshop awareness, labor rights at Colb y,
anti-WalMart , the war in Iraq and
organic food.
Tins is the first time a Do 11 Yourself
conference is being held on campus,
although many other colleges have
sponsored similar events. "This con-

ference is an attempt to make use of
local resources," Snider said. "We
encourage people to bring old or thrift
store shirts for silk-screening, and old

Schedule of Events

l2 to l

Sushi Rolling, Pugh Kitchen
Pants Patching and
Silk Screening, Pugh Center
Security Tire Changing, Outside
1 to 2
Massage, Pugh Center
Knitting and Crocheting, Fishbowl
Camp Stoves, COC office
2 to 3
Career Services, Pugh. Center
Button Bracelets, Fishbowl
Wri ter 's Center, Lovejoy 207
3 to 4
Colby Dancers, Pugh Center
Sex Poems, Fishbowl
4 to 5
Hollow Books, Fishbowl
Webpage Design, LRC
Woodsmen Firebuilding, Outside
5 to 6
—"•»—.
Firedancing, Pugh Center
Latin Dancing, Coffeehouse

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log
Nature :
I'irc
Missing Student
Safety Violation
lUirglary /Vandalism
Vandalism
Drug Violation ._ ,._,..„
Citation
Criminal Mischief
Medical Response
Citation
Citation
Citations (2)
Citation
Citations (2)
Citation
Cilalion
Medical Response
Alcohol Violation
Larceny

ITS advises students

Location;
1-oss Hall
Williams Hall
Foss Hall
I'oss Hall
I'oss Hall
Outside Aveiill Hall
Outside Cotter Union
Hixl er Road
Anthony Hal l
Pi per 1 lull
AI fond Apartments
Grossman Hall
Outside Ileulth Center
Outside (.'Impel
Outside Hillside
Aveiill Lawn
Marriner Hall
Grossman 1 lull
I' oss Kitchen

Disposition:
WTVL I'ire , Deans Office
Dums Office
Deans Office
Security
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
I>eans Office
l>eiins Office
l>enas Office
Health Center
Oeans Office
Security

C omments:
Papers on bulletin board sol on fire
Student foundCl.OSKI)
I'ire alarm-- students smoking in room
Room trashed and wallet missing
Hroken window
Three students .smoking marijuana
Open container
One Way sign removed
Illegal drug use
Unregistered parly
Open container
Open container/ underage
Open container
Open containers
Open container/ underageOpen container
Injury
Unregistered party
Trays and food taken

books for hollow book making."
Movement hopes that in addition to
being interesting and fun, the conference will help to promote community
on campus.
Response to the conference has
been positive. "I've had a lot of people come up to me and ask about it,"
Snider said. "People seem really interested," Students and clubs will run
most of the workshops; one is being
held by Career S ervices and one by
the Writer 's Center. There is also a
possibility that professors will host
some workshops.
"We -want to remind people that we
don 't always have to shop at Waltvlart
or Kmart to get wlhat we need," Snider
said. "Sometimes, we can do it better
ourselves."

By BEN HERBST
NEWS EDITOR

About 75 computers on campus
have been infected with viruses that
students contacted from other
infected machines on the network^
or through Internet downloads.
Due to viruses described as "variants of the Mytob, SDbot, and AIM
viruses" Information Technology
Services has removed 75 computers
from the network , and shut off
approximately 50 internet ports.
"Viruses are being contracted
from other infected machines in the
dorm through peer-to-peer file
sharing networks , and through
AOL instant messenger chat messages when the message contains a
direct download or a link to a
download," Network: Specialist for
ITS Dan Siff said.
"The biggest problem is that these
viruses contain root kits which allow
intruders to gain access to your computer and turn it into a spambot, file
server, or perform other malicious
tasks," Director of Personal
Computer Support Services Cora
Clukey said. A Spambot is a piece of
hardware that installs itself on a
computer, using a security hole, then
will search the network to find vulnerable computers, according to Echo
Webmaster Tomas 'Vorobjov '07.
"We have had dozens of student
computers turned into sparnbots this
semester alone, which has put the
Colby mail domain at risk of being
blocked or banned by other mail
domains (such as AOL or MSN),
This interrupts e-mail service for
students, staff and faculty at Colby
and is the primary reason that ITS
has to remove computers from the
network," she said.
According to Clukey, there are
several -ways students can.protect
themselves from getting a virus on
their computer. The most important
thing to do is to set Windows
updates to auto install, these updates
are released monthlv. She said students also should install and update
anti-virus software; the College provides Sophos Anti-Virus to students
free of charge. Also, students should
make sure their computer is protected by a firewall, and students should
"practice safe computing; use
popup blockers , spyware/adware
checkers (spybot, adaware) and
never click on popups or unsolicited
email/AIM links. " Clukey also
reminds all students to back-up
important documents.
"ITS is constantly try ing to
make the network cleaner and
safer, but the only way to guarantee a healthy computer is to maintain it," Clukey said.
The Student Computer Services
staff has sent out two Official
Notices this semester, Sept, 23 and
Oct. 7, reminding students of
potential issues.
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PIZZA

»

Pr«e Delivery, $5 Min, Older

Call 873-4300

2 Large Buffalo Pizzas
_„

5110.99

2 La rge Turkey Subs
,

(C Incest , lettuce, tomato, mayo)

?7.99

2 La rge Chicken Farms

157.99

(Saiuce, and incited cheese)

2 Lg, Ruf. Chicken Subs

(Cheese, lettuce, tomato, hot sauce)

87.99

-

2 Sin, 1 Topping Pizzas
;.....

.;.

$7.99

2 Buf. Chicken Calzones
,

$9.99

New comp etition f or city coff e e shop s arrives
Starbucks comes in and
tries to shut down any
smaller
businesses.
There's
enough people in
Students now have another option
the area that support all
of where to get th eir caffeine fix when
businesses," he said.
that all-nighter is inevitable. As of
Jeff Gordon, the ov/ner
is
home
to
a
Waterville
Nov.
4,
Friday,
of
Jorgensen's Cafe" on
Starbucks.
Main
St., has no concern
Although the store—located in a
about
the
effect
p laza across from , the WalMart
Starbucks could potenSuperCenter—has onl y been open for
tially have on his busia few days, manager Patrick Mathias
"With any new
ness.
said that business has been steady, and
business, everyone tries
he is expecting it to continue to go
it," he said. Jorgensen's
well: WhiLe he is not certain of the
. MOLLY WARREN/THE COLBY ECHO
has been in town for 12 Smells like coffee? Inside Starbucks offKMD.
reasoning behind Waterville receiving
or 13 years, Gordon said; he
a Starbucks, he sees it as a sign of
has owned the. business for the past Thru at Starbucks. This is a similarity,
economic growth to have a new busithree and recently expanded to open a however, between Starbucks and
ness in the community.
raft on Main St. in Oakland.
another coffee shop in town, Dunkin '
Mathias. stressed that Starbucks
He
noted
that
both Donuts. Yet Sly Frutoso, the manager
Jorgensen's and Starbucks have of the Waterville Dunkin ' Donuts for
different things in which they the past thre e years, also has no conspecialize: while Jorgensen 's cern for the future of the store: "When
offers 32 varieties of coffee, you compare the prices, there's your
Starbucks focuses on espresso. answer. Their [Starbucks] prices are
Jorgensen 's has a sandwich way higher.; Everyone's looking for a
selection for lunch , while bargain," he said. Frutoso has been a
Starbucks does not offer sand- manager at Dunkin ' Donuts in towns
wiches. Starbucks is also in a in Massachusetts where there are also
different location of the. city; Starbucks and has never seen an
Gordon said that most of his cus- effect, he said.
tomers are those who are already
downtown. "We have a fairly rrr-:- : .
A
reliable clientele and I think the
main reason we would lose customers is convenience, location,
hours, things like that," he said.
Jorgensen's is open until 5 p.m.
Monday through Saturday and
until 4 p.m. on Sunday, and
Starbucks is open until 10 p.m.
Monday through Saturday and
On Saturday, Oct. 29, the Colby
until 8 p.m. on Sunday Gordon
said that Jorgensen 's would
Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa prenever be able to get enough busisented the 20O5 PBK Academic
ness during these later hours to
Achievement Awards. The ceremony took place over Family
be profitable.
MOLLY WARREN/THE COLBV ECHC
:
Another difference between
Homecoming Weekend in Runnals.
People mill around local coffee shop Jorgensen 's in downtown Waterville
the two businesses is the Drive
The awards are given to the two
sophomores with the highest GPA's
and to the two juniors with the
highest GPA's, excluding those
who won the award as a sophomore.
•
•
The awards carry a $1,000 prize
and "recognize truly outstanding
achievement,"according to Harriet
S. and George C. "Wiswell Jr.
Associate Professor of American
Constitutional Law and PBK presi¦ . ¦ ¦: ~
dent, Joe Reisert.
gives as rnucfi back to the cornmunity
that it possibly can, including contributing to national charitable organizations. "We try to have a positive
effect on the community," he said.
"We are consistent with our product
and offer outstanding customer service. We keep an environment where
student can come study, relax."
Mathias noted that the company offers
full-time benefits to part-time employees. ''It's not the standard part-time
job; we try to make it a little bit more."
In Waterville, Starbucks is joining
a community of other coffee shops.
Mathias, who has worked in other
Starbucks in Maine and Virginia,
believes that the addition of Starbucks
will not have any negative effects on
the other stores. "I don 't think

f y KATIE HAMM
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Phi Beta Kappa
names award
recipients

\ Me rle is going abroad. Do you want to be op in- \
I ions edito r? And if you are going abroad f or the \
i spring, but want to work f or the Echo next ye ar, \
\come tell' us now—don 't" delay!
J
i£-mai±-e€f roMcGlby^^^
i Applicati ons are due Tuesday, Nov. 15 at 5 p.m. j
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The 2O05 recipients were:
Arturs Vrublevskis '07
Kristen J. Thatcher '07

; AN ENCOUNTER WITH

Cristian Vesa '08
William R. Whitledge '08

j
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B lggest GRE changes
ever make test longer
By ANNIE KEARNEY
FEATURES EDITOR

Many of us felt relief when we
learned that we had escaped having to
take the new SAT, but now, it seems,
the jok e is on us; the Graduate Record
Examination (GRE), which students
app lying to graduate school are
require d to take , has been revamped,
and a new test will start being administered next fall. Starting in October
2006, the nonprofit Education Testing
Service will be administering their
new GRE , which comes after four
years of research. The ETS hopes that
the changes will increase the "usefulness" of the test to students and graduate schools by focusing on complex
reasoning skills , a crucial part of graduate work. According to ETS, it isthe
biggest overhaul in the test's 55-year
history.
T --All-three parts of the test^ Verbal
Reasoning, Quantitative Reasoning,
and Anal ytical Reasoning-are ; affected by the changes, as is the format,
grading and administration of the test.
As it currentl y is, the GRE. will be
administered through, a computer.
The Verbal Reasoning section has
been revamped so that it is in two 40minute sections, not one 30-minute
section. There will be a greater
emphasis on "hi gher cognitive skills"
and less dependence on vocabulary, as
well as a broader selection of reading
passages, which will now include sentence-equivalent questions.
Quantitative Reasoning will also'
be in two 40-minute -sections, as
opposed to its current sing le 45minute section. Fewer questions will
deal with geometry, and instead there
will be more real-life scenarios and
data analysis. There will also be an
on-screen four-function calculator
available to students.
The Anal ytical Reasoning- section
will be 15 minutes shorter and will
have more focused questions. The
new GRE , like the; current SAT, will
have a variable section that will not
count towards scoring but will instead
be used to evaluate questi ons to be
used on future exams, .
Perhaps the . biggest change to the
test is the shift fro m the . current system of computer-adaptive questioning
to linear questioning. In computeradaptive questioning, the test's difficulty is determined by the test-takers
answers . If they get something wrong,
the next question is easier, and if they
get it right, the next question is harder.
Linear questioning will mean that the
same questions are given to everyone
regardless of how they answer.
Because of the changes, the test
will go from being two-and-a-halfhours long to over four hours , and the

GRE CHANGES
Verbal Reasoning
-Two 40-minute section vs.
one 30-minute section
-Greater emphasis on higher
cognitive skills and less
dependence on vocabulary
-Broader selection of reading passages and less dependence on vocabulary
Quantitative Reasoning
-Two 40-minute sections v.
one 45-minute section
-Fewer geometry questions
-More real-life scenarios &
data interpretation questions
-On-screen four-function
calculator — -.. - ^ _;
Analytical Writing
-15 minutes shorter
-More focused questions to
ensure original analytical
writing
-30-minute argument and
issue tasks
grading used in the Verbal and
Quantitative reasoning sections will
now be on a point scale of 40 to 50 per
section, as opposed to the current 200
to 800 points per section. Access to
the GRE will also change. Currently,
ETS offers continuous GRE testing,
but the new test will only be offered
29 times a year worldwide.
Director of Career Services
Cynthia Parker said that not enough is
yet known about the exam to be able
to gauge how it will affect graduate
school admissions. "I think the main
thing is...not to panic about a change.
Whatever we feel about standardized
tests....they [testing organizations] do
a lot of testing of the tests." She said
that it was probably th at graduate
schools will be dealing with the; same
problem colleges are -currently facing
as they deal with the new SAT. "Grad
schools aren 't going to know exactly
wnat to do with it for a few yearsT""
Parker said. She said that with any
change in testing, it takes higher education a few years to understand the
strengths and limitations of any particular test.
Parker also noted that the GRE
exams are looked at very differently
than the LSATsor the MCATs. In contrast to medical schools or law
schools, "very few grad programs
have the very heavy emphasis on test
scores," she said.

A civil fea t: W ater ville goes to vote
STEVEN WEINDEflG/ THE COLBY ECHO

"Democracy dorks "¦Laura Webb 'OH and Carta Gunther '08 outside of the polls this past Election Day.
By STEVEN WEINBERG
EDITORING IN CHIEFING

"Three, three , three— "
I stood confused , poised to ilex
my democratic muscle , but most
importantl y wondering why the chorus of three nice old Indies who had
just checked me name off of the
voter registration list kept on repenting me thi.s number. I stared at them ,
duinfonndecl ,
I had just tried unsuccessfully to
update my address from my mailbox
pre to post abroad. That democratic
adventure was traumatic if for no
other reason for the firs t time in my
life 1 tried to explain the spelling of
my name, "Steven with a V" and
had the woman at Hint table say in
response, "Steven LeVeeV"
Still shaken-up from yet another
.spelling mishap, a momen t passed.
"Noting my confusion , the pleasant
old lady closest to the polls started
wnving her had , "ward three. You're
ward three. Go vote. "
"Oh," I said. "Three..." and voted.
Half an hour before this I was
stumbling down towards Cotter
Union looking for a ride to the polls.
Lucky for me, by nine in this morning this pust Election buy, the
Letiguc of Progressive Voters was
already waiting to give voters rides.
One of the four to five progressives yelled lit me while 1 was still a

good thirty feet away, "Hey, you
wanna vote?" Sure , 1 said, if you
don 't mind being interviewed.
Two, Carla Gunther '08, a member of the League, and Laura Webb
'08, co-President of the League
.obli ged. Soon I was sitting the front
seat of Gunther 's Toyota trying to
fiddle with her "automatic " scut
belts.
Both Gunther and Webb were performing the thankless, if vital , task
of driving voters to the polls this
Election Day, I often hear vari ous
partisan groups offering "anyone"
rides to polls, so naturally my first
question to the two ihey reall y would
dri ve any voter, whether progressive
or regressive, to the polls,
"Absolutely," Webb said, with her
and Gunther stressing the emphasis
the League places on getting young
voters of any partisan affiliation out
to vote. Making herself absolutely
clear, Webb added , "If you have a
problem, (oo had. I am going to drive
you to the polls."
I appreciated her bipartisanship,
but took note of the "Miliary 2O08"
bumper sticker on her car.
She hasn 't announced yet , if at
all , I mid. "Rut the second she
does ," Webb admits , "I'll be working for her."
Buck on the roud , I asked the two
how the last months of campai gning
have fared for them. Both out-ofstaters, the two said their biggest

hurdle talking to Waterville voters
was convincing them that they, as
non-Mainers, could contribute in this
political process. This hurdle seems
to be overcome, at least for now, as I
am being chauffeured to the polls. As
for post-election plans, Webb points
to a recent grant the League received
to work in Waterville High School.
"We hope to work with students and
educate young voters," she says.
And if Question 1, the controversial referendum over discrimination
based upon one's sexuality, passes? I
ask. "Hypothetical ly," Webb stresses
before continuing, "we will get back
to work and start back as soon as
possible." But both she and Gunther
say they both hope and expect
Question J to be voted down.
As we arrive at the polls, I leave
the two to exercise what is, coincidentally, both my responsibility and
right as a Colby student and resident
of Waterville , ME. Before I go,
though , I pull out the camera for
Webb and Gunther 's photo. They
yell, "Wooof The biggest democracy
dorks you've ever seen in your lifts!"
Walking into the polls, past uparul-coming democracy dork Henry
Beck '09, I find my spol in line to
vote (line "Q-Z"). I step up to one of
the three friendly old ladies checking
off voters. "Weinberg, Steven?" she
asks. "At 7211 Mayflower Hill?"
"No "I replied, "6760!"

N (MII IMI /us/ mi

Colby students voted in the third ward races on Nov <S', Also on the ballot was the mayora l election.
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DISCOURSE: Changesproposed
willbroadendigestmesson campus
Continue d l'roin Patfe 1
dissent with the committee 's recommendation. Multip le motions could
come before the counci l, and in that
case whichever pusses first will foe the
action of the l'C, according to
Russem,
If flits l'C dissents witli thi s recommendation , then a conference committee consisting of three members of
College;Affairs JIIK I three PC members

will be convened by Russem. If a resO'Callaghan echoed that sentiolution cannot be found , the SGA ment , saying "ideall y |npening up the
president and the Dean of .Students digest to the entire community !
will negotiate , and if they do not reach would cause students who may write
a solution , the president of the College something in the heat of the moment
will rule on the issue,
to take a moment and reflect before
Asked if she thought .students submitting it ,"
would be less likel y to post on the
Gabrielle Adams asked the l'C to
Diges t if I hey knew their comments consider alternative way s to address
were reaching the entire community, Digest issues if they did not approve
Kassman said "If people have a rea- of thi.s plan.
sonable , logiortl" argument to put forth
they should have no problem posting. "

Questioning the study abroad exp erience

EDITORIAL
Set, spike, match !

Join our discussion; don 't
supervise it
In loco parentiscan only go so far. The College Affairs Committee
(CAC) needs to know when students do not need supervision to discuss
events and ideas in ways of their choosing. Their recent recommendation
to have faculty and staif included onto the recipients of the Digest of
Civil Discourse listserv is a fine one. It just comes coupled with wrong
intentions.
Faculty and staff should have been included on the Digest's listserv
from the get go. This would have introduced students to the idea that as
adults they should be able to carry on discussions with their peers regardless of the class year.This would have strengthened faculty-staff-student
ties by showing all parties they can contribute to a common discourse.
The Digest of Civil Discourse had the potential to serve as a place for
students to respectfully discuss issues and concerns. Yet with some students establishing the Digest from its birth as a venue for flagrant logical fallacies, ad hominen attacks and anti-Yankees diatribes separate
from the Digest of General Announcements, it degraded the level of student discussion, or at least made no efforts to improve it. Predictably, in
mis free space students went to bat. Names were dropped, facts were
ignored, capital letters have forever lost their allure.
The subtext of CAC's recent recommendation is a presumption that
with surrogate parents reading over students' shoulders, they will play
smart and polite. The Echo believes that faculty and staff should join the
digest listserv not to reign in fiery digests, but to desegregate student discussion from the rest of the Colby community. When the Digest question
comes to PC on Nov. 20, hall presidents should use their powers to articulate the student body's desire to be respected as it discusses, not
watched over.
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line of "broadening our horizons'* j n! make it to Vietnam, but be a little
whatever we ultimately choose to do. spontaneous at 20.
OPINIONS EDITOR
In some sense many people study
What does that really mean? I, for one,
have no easy answer.
abroad to escape the artificial world of
Colby loves to brag about the numOne obvious benefit of studying Colby. For anyone leaving their comber of students who go abroad during abroad, as I stated earlier, is the ability fort zone, whether it's suburban
their career here. The administration to explore places we might not ordi- Boston or Missoula, Montana, is an
bombards us numbers, 66 percent of
important aspect of, his/her life. Thus,
students study abroad, and students
taking advantage of the ability to study
shower us with the cool places they are
abroad is important for all of us.
going and the wonderful sites they
However, it seems that many people at
have seen/Suddenly, if we cannot buy
Colby study abroad because eight
vegetables in a floating market in
semesters at Colby is just one too
Vietnam we haven't truly seen the
many. Maybe that's why many athletes
cause a significant amount of dorm
world. Seeing the world, wherever that
damage; they are stuck at Colby one
might be, is a remarkable aspirationwe
should
all
take
advanmore semester than they want.
one—that
The problem is really simple in some
tage of—-but do We really consider
respects. Too many students follow the
why we are going, what we are getting
out of the process or even how the
perfect cookie-cutter pattern, which
prescribes exactly what we should do
process works?
during our four years here. They go on
The study abroad process is perhaps
COOT, take English 115, endure a blisthe most complicated procedure that
tering cold Jan Plan, booze out of constudents will endure at Colby. Many of
trol Sophomore year, participate in a
the sciences, especially chemistry or
only
allow
students
to
attend
a
clich&i internship, study abroad, get a
biology,
few universities because studying at narily see. Some inner child wants us job and graduate.No longer do we look
other schools would be "detrimental" to explore everywhere we haven't at studying abroad as a unique and
to their major. Worse, if your reason been, but what is the real cost? We spontaneous event, but rather as anothfor going abroad in the spring is "not now plan tours of beautiful, but unex- er check in the box. Perhaps we won't
^
valid" you are put on a wait list, from citing places instead of spontaneously all be able to travel on the Transwhich you might never emerge: Thus, going where life might take us. Instead Siberian Railroad—or Professor
your study abroad opportunity no of getting on the Trans-Siberian Josephson's favorite, the "Turk-Sib"
longer depends on where you want to Railroad and going to Vladivostok, we Railroad—but maybe you can at least
go, but rather on whether enough stu- now intricately plan trips to southern get to Gdansk.
dents will be on campus to minimize Spain and Italy. Maybe all of us won't
the number of empty
beds on campus. Perhaps
June Bug by Hootie Giangreco
it's just me, but my study
_— —
in another country should
not depend on Colby
maximizing its profit.
Once past the bureaucratic nightmare of filing
applications
students
face the actual process of
deciding what they want
to get from the process,
nominally seen through
the decision of what
classes to enroll in while
abroad. Students must
weigh twp options: itaking classes that fulfill
their major or taking
classes that are completely different from-Avhat
Colby offers. Our par;
;
_
:
1.
-*_
IL_
NOTE: THE OPINIONS EXPRESSED IN THIS COMIC STRIP AflE THOSE OF THE ARTIST AND ARE NOT NECESSARW SHARED BY ME ECHO.
ents, professors and peers
often repeat the cliched
By MERLE EISENBERG

Sports, except for football and ice hockey, often don't get much attention at a small, Division III school. Yet the recent success of the volleyball team has changed all that. Students are talking about the team in the
dining halls and planning their weekend around the matches.
An obvious congratulations goes to the team itself for such an
astounding season. Capturing the NESCAC title is an amazing achievement, but being the Colby team to do it for the first time ever elevates
the accomplishment to a new level. It's hard not to cheer for a team with
this much talent. And cheering is something that Colby students have done with zeal in
the past few weeks. There was tremendous support at all three games last
weekend, and coaches and playershave cited fun support as a motivating factor. Additionally, there was no heckling of the opposing team by
the fans, only positive encouragement.
Volleyball, thanks for bringing Colby together.
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Instead of getting on the
Trans-Siberian
Railroad and
going to
Vladivostok, we
now intricately
plan trips to
Southern Spain
and Italy.
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STAF WRITER

August 31st, 1957
(The Pastiest Past)
Dear Journal, Miller library looks
amazing! It's still sparkling clean and
neat! I just got back from Mexico and
it was amazing! You should have seen
their sporting events. And OH MAN,
you wouldn 't believe the interesting
gender conventions I observedl
Gender roles in sports really fascinate
me! Plus, everyone understands why
it's such a relevant study! I think I'll
take this newfound passion to the
library. I have found my research
topic. Life is great and I hate Soviets!
I hope I get fondled soon by Mikey,
cuz he's a dream!
November 20th, 1962
(The Pastier Past)
Dear you motherfucking Journal,
this is now the memoir of a dying
intellectual. I sleep at night in a corduroy blanket tucked away in the
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By C.W. Bassett

' The phone rang one day last week
and a familiar voice asked me if I'd
like to try something a little different.
"That depends," I responded. "How
would you like to to be a model for an
oil painting I'm doing for a class I'm
taking?" Now, you know as well as I
that I wasn't going to have to take any
clothes off, so I asked what he had in
mind. "Head and shoulders."
"How long does modeling take,"
T asked. "Depends," he responded,
"probably six hours or so." "Can I
read?" "No, I want to get a face-on

Now you know
as well as I that I
wasn't going to
have to take any
clothes off, so I
asked what he
had in mind.

—I '

sitting. "OH, well, why not?" T had
sat for art oil back in the early
1970s, but the artist came down
with some unknown disease and the
project fell apart.
So we met in the painting studios,
and I sat down in a moderately comfortable chair and stared at a painting
my portraitist directed me to look at.
The light . was right, and there was a
tiny 'e' at the right side of the painting. What was it doing there? I didn't
want to' ask because the painter said
that the 'e' was exactly the right angle
he wanted for the head.
We sat there ifor three hours while
the painter walked up and back, side
Continued on Page 5
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know if my work will truly matter. I
know that I seek life and that these
books no longer make me happy. I
believe it was the prophet
Smashmouth who uttered, "your brain
gets smart but your head gets dumb"
and my head has done just that. An
avalanche of "what-ifs" consumes my
brain and buries my soul deeply. The
confusion in my head, the endless theoretical discourses and the endless
Mexican athletes, has shaken my
understanding of what 's real. I
believed in Mexico and am the fool
who left it behind. My life is a reflection of the library. I pose as one with
orderly solutions, but am betrayed by
the chaos and dissent that composes
my larger mass. My library contains
volumes of profound experience,
which I must regretfully digest secondhand. I believed in the experiences
of others at the cost of my own and
now I must return to Mexico to rediscover life. No, I will die instead. Now
I am dead .
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depths of the Miller Library basement. sensually that I long for a passing
My singular goal remains: under- squirrel to make one misstep so I may
standing the representation of gender quell this burning passion beneath my
within all forms of Mexican sporting parachute pants. I have finished my
life. My brain is on fire. I have not section on the inversion of masculinislept well for three months now, but I ty within the Mexican hockey team,
cannot leave the library for my train of but I now doubt my purpose. This prothought is delicate and it must be pre- ject may never reach completion. My
served at all costs. Yet my supplies are undergraduate years have seemed
dwindling. My food rations are per- longer than normal and I wonder if
ilously low. My inkwell has nearly run this exhaustive period could end withdry. My breath draws quickly and I out any clarity, any remarkable
wonder if the brutal winter in wait accomplishment. I have, at least, startshall end my noble objectives. Could I ed to enjoy The Culture Club... Why
cease to exist before completing my don't they make snap necklaces?
November 9th, 2000
research paper? Is an unenlightened
I stay in the library because that is
of
world destined to remain ignorant
the intriguing gender role reversals my mission. It is a mission that goes
marking Mexican women's volley- unquestioned in these hallowed halls.
ball? I begin to wonder if my studies In the meantime, I have forgotten who
I am and why it is I write. My throat is
are in vain.
parched,
my ambition lost. I know this
1989
(The
Past)
March 11th,
to
be
my
last night on earth and I realI am entering my 22nd spring
underground. I survive on shoe leather ize now, just as I long for a world outand fallen acorns that lie just outside side these walls, that I am a lost cause.
my hidden window, lying so gently, so I do not know why I am here. I do not

By MATTMORRISON

What would y o ateach at the
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I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE

The library steals souls and kills peop le
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BASSETT:Driven mad as
the great Leonardo draws

The Supreme Court debate never ends
Political preferences trump nation's
interest in battle over Samuel Alito
By ADAM MARVIN
STAFF WRITER

Samuel Alito's confirmation vote is going
to be a squeaker. With the potential defection
of several moderate Republicans and a general lack of support amongst Democrats, it
would be surprising if Alito manages to garner even 60 votes-Irtfact, it is not difficult to
imagine that the nomination might be voted
down on the senate floor. What is the source
of this opposition arid why would so many
senators who supported John Roberts decide
to oppose Alito?
Roberts had the perfect credentials for a
Supreme Court Justice. Yet, Alito's record is
even better. In addition to having a first-rate
education and a vast amount of legal expert- s
ence within the federal govenunent, Alitoj
has the added credential of having served as
a federal judge for 15 years. Surely, one
would think, this wealth of judi cial experience would make Alito an even more attractive choice than John Roberts.
Although it is true that Alito is better prepared than Chief Justice Roberts to sit on the
Supreme Court, Democratic opposition to>
Alito's conformation will be far stronger.
Why, you. ask? The answer, in a word, is
"politics." No senator will justify opposing
Alito on the grounds that he Tacks the proper
qualifications. Nor will this nomination be
destroyed by allegations of cronyism.
Instead, approximatelyhalf of our U.S. senators will oppose Alito's conformation
because they disagree with him on certain
specific issues, the most important being
abortion.
The moral of the story is that judicial conformation procedures have become little
more than a forum for the opposition party to

"ScalitG:" the libera l eonundrum

t

process.
!
By CHRIS APPEL
Both
liberals
and
conservatives
conve^TAFF WRITER
niently argue that ideology should be a factor
vote against qualified, birt ideologically disin the vetting of Supreme Court nominees
agreeable, nominees. And really, what better
throughout most of October, liberals when their political opponents are nominatway to show your disapproval of the president whilst simultaneously scoring points watched with glee as the suddenly disparate ed. For instance, when Reagan nominated
conservative movement was at war with Bork in 1987 and Clinton nominated
with your constituent base?
Idealisticpatriots might make noises about itself over the Harriet Miers nomination. Ginsburg in 1994, both Presidents asked
how failing to coniuTh highly-qualified nom- Even when it became clear that me conserv- Senators to examine the merits of their nominees is bad for our country, but their faint ative opposition to the nomination had essen- inees'judicial performance, not their respeccries of protest are drowned out by the fringe tially won, and Miers was forced to tive ideologies. This bi-partisan presidential
political organizationstjhat relentlessly shape withdraw, liberals rejoiced that the Bush advice should be heeded.
While Alito is very conservative, and
public opinion of a nominee based on a sin- administration had reached its nadir,
However, with the nomination of the very clearly not the nominee that Senate
gle issue. I can >«#s^Sw
v. :
conservative Judge Samuel Alito, President Democrats would have chosen, it is, neveralready hear radi^
Bush has put liberals in a difficult position: theless, the President's responsibility and
should they oppose his nomination, and if so, right to nominate federal judges. An integral
': how?
part of President Bush's re-election campaign
Unlike Harriet Miers, Judge Alito has was that he would elect conservative justices
written extensively on all major contempo- who would "strictly interpret the
rary legal issues. His experience and creden- Constitution."
tials are indisputable. The main contention
The role of the opposition party in federal
that opponents of the Alito nomination use is court nominations is only to vet unfit judges
that he is "out of the mainstream" in his judi - and those who are selected by pure cronyism.
\. cial philosophy. Put simply, because Only in the most extreme cases should a
^
opposition to Alito is not based on his nominee be opposed based on ideology.
Vactivists
c h i c e ^H
^^^^
While Alito's rulings do not mirror my
telling ^l^B^^s legal credentials or judicial
^^^^M^^^
anyone foolish enough to listen that Alito is ^^¦^V^s. experience, any opposition politics or judicial philosophy, his legal argusenate in ments are considered sound and fair. Judge
determined to make abortion illegal in all 50
^^H^L^'-L^ ^. to his confirmation
states the day after his confirmation.
is Alito doesn't appear to have an "agenda" like :
^¦I^^^ S,. the
All politicians are obligated to act in the
^^Hl|^^^&!S>. based on Bork, who seemed to relish flaunting his
best interests of the nation. Yet, by obstruct- his ideolo- ^^Hfc^^g/ ^Sw
before the Senate Judiciary committee.
ing well-qualified Supreme Court nominees gy—his conser- ^^^^ ¦^f'Sv 7^.
If confirmed, Alito's legal reasoning may
.
- ^^^^^BkWlfejk ^"v l
on the basis of ideological disagreements, our vatism, or strict
lead
^^^^H^'^»i.^ v K him to overturn more liberal legal precesenators are catering to their self-interest and ; constructionist judicial ^^^^^B||^pte%&
dents of the last half-century, including
¦'
:;
to the ideological extreme that will reliably philosophy.
^. Roe v Wade. This, unfortunately, is
V r^^^^BJL^Pift~
Unfortunately, the likely ^9^^HH^
re-elect them. Those senators who oppose
-.,^V whit occurs when Republicans
Alito's nomination need to set aside a opposition to Alito based on this^^S^^^H
J hold the presidency for seven^^_
moment for reflection to consider whether line of attack would be a major mis- ^^^^HW^^^^ f 1 teen of the last twenty-five
years. If Democrats want to
their opposition is in the best interest of the calculation for Senate Democrats. ~5M¦^^HP / shape
natioa
Additionally, opposing Alito based solely on^^BP^^
the Supreme Court, let's
his ideology would perpetuate the increased
quit engaging in extreme partisan
politicizatiori of the judicial nomination politics, and try winning some elections.

;-^^^^^^

^^^^^^

Continued From Page 4
to side. "How's it coming?" I asked "MMMMvEMM'', he answered. I shut up and went
back to my ' e. 'How many words can be made
with, three 'e's'? How many with four? How
do you spell 'eerie'? We took a break, still not
speaking of the canvas, which seemed the
right thing to do under the circumstances.
Finally, 1got a showing.
"The eyes! You've got the eyes perfectly
right. At least they're the eyes (two 'e's'there)
that stare back at me in the morning." How
abo-ut the hair?" "It could be a little whiter," I
said. "NfMMMMMM" I began to think of
how many 'm's"could be made out of an
artist's response. How about putting 'e's' and
•m 's together?
AVe went back at it, finishing under lamp
light early Sunday night. Color had suffused
the flesh, white the hair. But the jacket and
shirt were not painted in. "I like the tan in the
jacket; it goes with the pink shirt." I am not
predisposed to wear pink shirts, and for the
life of me, I could not figure out why 1 had
chosen the one pink one I own. But I was
stuck with it—I had a pink shirt on, and the
painter used pink (which didn't look half bad,
oddly enough).
The 'e' dancing before my eyes, I went
home to watch -SPN (I'd had enough 'e's' for
any man.) And we set up a final sitting
Monday morning. The studio was deserted,
the light right and the shirt and jacket seemed
to be flowing onto the canvas. I was going to
be a kind of male Mona Lisa, ready for the
permanent collection.
"What-dd-you think?" I asked
"MMMMMMM, he answered

See somethingthat
sparksypur i
Sf ehdw
echo@colby.edu.

Wham, bam, and the fine art of secret relationships at Colby
By KATEBERMAN
STAFFyVBITER ¦.;

The random hookup, once a term used lib—
erally by the sexually liberal, has become
cliched and dull. Parents might be shocked to"
learn, that the questions "When was the last
time you went out on a date?" and "When was
the last time you had sex sober?" would probably warrant the same reply: "I have no idea."
For the young progenies of wanton ways, hook
up talk is just old news, replayed more frequently than the third season of "Friends."
Quite frankly, we are pretty sick of talking
about it, so when it comes to discussions of sex
and romance, we very maturely abstain.
You would think that no one was getting
any action at all. Public displays of affection
are considered obnoxious. Dating is obsolete.
And the demon "random hookup" is, let's
face it, just a euphemism for someone else's
drunken mistake. And no one wants to be a
drunken mistake. The only evidence at Colby
of fornication is the lack of condoms in those
little envelopes in the bathrooms, and of

course the spread of AIDS. But I have seen
people out on the prowl and I got news for
you, Colby College: it ain't pretty. In sobriety, students might be close lipped about who
they are riding, but come nighttime it's,
"Hee-haa cowboy!" Believe me, Colby stu~~~
~ ~—
~
dents thirst for ass.
Secret affairs are the most exciting and,
as the name implies, the least discussed
aspect of our life at college. (Except for that
disorder where people cut themselves
because they like to physically feel the pain.
No one talks about that.) Distinguishing
whose tongue has lapped whose at Colby is
a difficult feat, but not, I assure you, impossible. Secret hooker-uppers are generally
the two individuals at a dining hall table
who avoid speaking to or looking at one
another. As soon as one of the involved parties departs, the remaining person is left to
bemoan with her friends, "Well THAT was
awkward." Because guess what? It probably
was awkward.
It is nice and dandy to claim that a relationship is on the DL simply because hot
secret sex is what gets you off. Maybe that 's

true in, for example, an episode of the third
season of "Friends." In real life, we live in
consummate fear of showing emotional fallibility. Since we have effectively eliminated
romance of any sort, no one wants to look
like the loser whose precious "like" for
another human being went mueturned . We
have therefore replaced- mature openness
with the fine arts of stalking and avoidance.
The optimal path for pursing a warm body is
obsessive AIM away message checking and
incessant drunk dialing. These non-confrontational tactics have proven eternally less
embarrassing than the once widely
employed, "I think we should talk." Talking
is healthy, and here at Colby, we hate
healthy. We'll take screwing with heads over
talking any day, hence, our growing abundance unhealthy secrets.
Unhealthy secrets only lead down the dark
path of unhealthier secrets. Many respectable
people— who have been caught impregnating a slave, cigar-stuffing an intern like a
Cuban turkey or graphitizing Coburn with
racial slurs—blame unhealthy relationships
as the cause of their dastardly deeds. Crappy

Blonde is the new black f or women
By DAN BURKE
STAFF WRITER

I love brunettes. Every girlfriend I' ve ever
had has been a brunette, and I would probably
say that nine out of ten women I've ever had
a crush on has had dark hair. I've liked a few
redheads before, but few blondes. Why don't
I like blondes as much? Is it because I'm
dark-haired myself? Is it because of the ditsy
blonde stereotype?
I've never given it very much thought until
recently. This current fascination with hair
preference in the opposite sex began recently
when I've noticed this one particular woman ,
In the words of Jan Brady, this woman has the
three B's; beautiful , built, and blonde. I can
honestly say that when I see her, I can't take
my eyes off of her.
Of course, that 's a dangerous thing to write
in the Opinions section, Let me assure you,
first of all, that I'm not following her, taking
down all her personal information, or anything
creepy like that. In other words, I'm not a
stalker. I just sometimes happen to notice her
walking across campus, in the dining halls or
in the street. I've never spoken to her or even
been formally introduced, so I have no clue
what her personality is like. But every time she
walks by, I'm sort of drawn to her.
In my mind, this woman is incredibly beautiful, but she's almost too beautiful. I've found
that something deep inside is stopping me
from even saying a simple "hello" to her, but 1
haven't given much thought to what it is.

Finally, after much thought, it occurred to me.
I've noticed that over the last 23 years of my
existence, there have been subliminal messages practically beat into my psyche saying
that blondes are dangerous. In Alanis
Morrisette's words, blondes, to me are "like
Estella where [they] reel you in and spit you
out".They love you, and then leave you to die.
I'm not saying it's true, but that message has
been programmed into me.
To prove my point, take a look at a number
of films and TV shows that have been made
over the Inst 35 years where the blonde woman
is cither evil, ditsy, stuck up or two or more of
the above. For example, whom did Indiana
Jones fall for in Indiana Jones & The Last
Crusade? He fell for a seductive blonde
woman who happened to be a Nazi sympathizer, and who tried to steal .the Holy Grail in the
end. How about all those teen movies from the
80s where the loser in high school has a crush
on the popular blonde girl, only to realize that
the equally pretty, yet invisible , brunette liked
him all along? This doesn't describe just one
80's movie. Oh no, that's the basic plot of Teen
Wolf, Teen Wolf II, Soul Man, Better Off
Dead, One Crazy Summer, The Heavenly Kid ,
3 O'clock High, Sixteen Candles, Qnce Bitten,
Great Expectations and probably dozens of
others that haven't made it onto HBO yet.
My guess is that this long-standing trend is
a conspiracy that all started with the JFKMarilyn Monroe scandal. Many have theories
about that scandal , but no one has really
proven ita validity. No one even knows for
sure how Marilyn died. I for one am convinced

the government killed her because the scandal
was making the president look bad. Not only
that, but they somehow embedded anti-blonde
content into TV, movies and other media.
If you don't believe me, think about all the
shows from the 1950s that portrayed blondes
as beautiful and good. If you ever turn on Nick
AtNite, you'll see that a lot. You'll also notice
that of the Disney princess movies made after
1962 have virtually no blonde heroines
(Jasmine, Belle, Pocahontas) as opposed to
before 1962 (Sleeping Beauty, Cinderella, the
fairy queen in Pinocchio) "
This film and television made me believe in
one way or another that blonde is symbolically evil. Blondes are still associated with aesthetic beauty to many, but today it's almost a
deceiving beauty, like the Sirens in Homer's
Odyssey. Taking all this information in has
convinced me that if I fall for a blonde, she
going to reel me in only to spit me out again.
I know this may sound ridiculous, but if you
take a look at the movies I mentioned, you will
see exactly what I mean. I also realize it may
not necessarily be true, but that information is
embedded into my brain like tracks burned
onto a CD, I may be able to reprogrnm my
brain, but not without doing some serious
scratching. Meanwhile, I'll proceed with caution around blonde women. If I ever get to
know the blonde woman who I see walking
around, I hope I don't fall too much for her. Or
if I do, 1 hope) that my adoration doesn't result
in me being captured by Nazis on my quest for
the Holy Grail.

relationships make people do crappy things.
Cheating is quite the pickle. Why bother?
If you cared, why would you cheat on someone in the first place? Shame on you,
cheaters. Shame. May God smite you with
more shame than He smites on slurry first
yeai s who Jo pust-coital-fflerning vvalks-in
semi-formal attire . Cheating is for those loo
cowardly to break-up and too horny to stop
it. If this is your nature, I can understand why
you would want that information concealed.
Only one truly noble reason to take part in
a secret tryst remains. We've touched upon
the good ("oh baby, this is a hot secret!") the
bad ("I did not have sex with that woman"),
but we have yet to broach the ugly. Most peo-

ple are too polite or sunshiny to acknowledge
the ugly factor. Well I've never been polite
beforehand it's certainly not going to start
now. If the person to whom you stumble
home is just plain old unattractive and you
don't feel like telling your friends about him
ac-heiLj hat-Jz-j ust fine

Vol) are, prnhahl y

doing this homely kid a favor anyway.
FCeeping sex a secret because you don't have
the chutzpah to put your feelings on the line
makes you a pathetic and weak human beingBut if you simply need a little spoon at the
end of the day, and the spoon you have found
happens to be a chipped and demented, that's
ok. Keep it to yourself—we've all been
there.'

True Tales of Terror and Truth from Colby Security
by Steven Weinberg
I
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this week
THURSDAY,NOV. 10
• Broadway Musical Review
8 p.m.
Cotter Union/131 Page

FRIDAY,NOV.1
1

• International Coffee Hour
4:30 - 6 p.tn.
Mary Low Coffeehouse
• Broadway Musical Review
8 p.m.
Cotter Union/131 Page
• Ski Movie: Shanghai Six
6 p.m.
Bixler/178 Given Auditorium
• Funeral for the Fantastical
Bunny Show
9 p.m.
Mary Low/105 Coffeehouse
• Last Comic Standing
9 p.m.
Cotter Union/220 Spa

SATURDAY,NOV.12
•Megalomaniacs'
10th
Anniversary Concert
4 p.m.
Lorirner Chapel/Chapel 107
•Colby Wind Ensemble:
Women and Children First
7:30 p.m.
LorimerChapel
• Broadway Musical Review
8 p.m.
Cotter Union/131 Page

TUESDAY,NOV.15

• Visiting Writers Series:
Fiction Reading with Lily
King
7 p.m.
Art Museum/060 Schupf
Wing

Poets and' rapp ers unite toy become bigg ^thanhip-hop
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urgent, real and sonically-Iaden about several acts that traverse
poems. The audience erupted media? The event's influence, to
STAFF WRITER
after each reading, obviously quote Five Days Left, was "bigger
impressed by these defiant and than hip-hop."
emotional pieces from their peers.
Last Friday night, Colby music
On its third trip to Colby, the
enthusiasts had a choice to make.
Los Angeles-based Five Days
On the same night of a Student
Left commanded the stage with
Programming Board-sponsored
more inviting, dance-friendly
the
Student
show,
Coffeehouse
beats
and the charisma of their
Organization for Black and
two
emcees:
M.E.R.C.U.R.Y. and
Hispanic Unity (SOBHU), with
Serious Black. Five Days Left
the support from other organizaOn ScreenFri.
has opened for acts like. Cee Lo,
tions and departments, put on a
Nov.
11
through
Thurs.Nov. 17
Hoobastank
and,
recent
Colby
in
reading
hip-hop concert/poetry
performers,
The
Roots.
The
Page Commons to bring some
band's efficacy derived largely
street flavor to the weekend scene.
GOOD NIGHT, AND GOOD
from their live backbeats, providThe show featured the work of
LUCK
ed by MPC, keyboard and live
four poets, two hip-hop groups
PG Nightly at 5:25, 7:20 and
drums
on
some
tracks.
They
samwas
to
event
and two pJs. The
9:15.; also matinees Fri., Sat.
pled from and covered some well
serve as a Poets Rest at Dawn .
and Sun. at 1:15 and 3:15
known
Hip
Hop
tracks
such
as
reading event (which normally
WWW.MYSPACE.COM/5MYSIEFT
Common 's "Go" and. A. Tribe
happens Fridays at midnight in Five Days Left jreestyled and beat-boxed across the Cotter Union stage last
SHOPGIRL
Called Quest's "Scenario," which
the Coffeehouse) with the excep- Friday night in their returnperformance (2004 performance seen here).
R Nightly at 5:05, 7:10, and
made
them
accessibl
e
to
performances,
the
tion of the musical
9:15; also matinees Fri., Sat.
Central Maine crowd.
hosted by Shape!Mallard '07 and
and Sun. at 12:55 and 3:00
Yes there was freestyling; yes
Janelle Baptiste '08. When Mallard "I met them in New York through a were less about Benzes, Cristal and
saw the headlining group, Five mutual friend ," Mallard said of the 20-inch rims than they were about there was beat-boxing, but the
SEPARATE LIES
Days Left (then called the rappers. "When planning the hip- sex, George Bush and freestyle bat- show's success should just be meaR Nightly at 5:00 and 7:00
Illuminative?) in the Coffeehouse hop show we decided they would be tling. Heavy on word play and duet sured by the quality of the perfor(EXCEPT No 7:00 show on
rapping, the band had a cohesive mance. This unique format proved
.
years ago, he knew he wanted .to get a good addition. "
Wed); also matinees Fri., Sat.
The quartet attacked the stage, feel that well-suited the theme of effective even when scheduled durthem to return; thus was born the
and Sun. at 12:50
spitting high frequency lyrics over the night. Anyone who can rhyme ing King Django 's performance,
idea for the show.
Mallard opened the night by distorted, lo fi beats. This was not "hooked on phonics" with "hydnv demonstrating that SPB is not the
NORTH COUNTRY
only body on campus that can put
reciting a rhythmic, powerful poem your top 40 big hip-hop single type ponies" is a poet in my book.
R Nightly at 8:50; also matinees
After the Dugout, Claire Jimenez on one hell of a show. Rather than
of his own creation, and then passed stuff; these rappers had more of a
Fri., Sat. and Sun. at 2:40
the mic. to the four emcees of the political and socioeconomic aes- '06, Tafadzwa Gwitimah '06 and booking one act that spans genres as
Brooklyn-based group, The Dugout. thetic. In other words, these songs Catherine Downing '07 offered their SPB did with King Django, how
By JOHN DEBRUICKER

King Django rocks Mary low Coffeehouse

CD Review
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Send Kouf ax back into the oven; "Hard
"j ustain't done
^Tbrm^mf ^ i o n

Thomas

By TODD OLMSTEAD

College

STAFF WRITER
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Events

Calendar
THURSDAY,NOV. 10
• Bowling Night
9 p.m.
Strike Ten
WEDNESDAY,NOV. 16
• Pawl Nardizzi

9 p.m.
The Atrium

CHRISTIAN TALMAGE/THE COLBY ECHO

King Django performs a mix of ska, reggae and hip-hop at the Marylow Coffeehouse on Nov. 4.

Please Movie review: "Jarhead" is the
recycle portrait of war for our generation
this Echo.

except for a
few artfully
orchestrated
Sam Mendcs, award-winning exp losions. In
director of "American Beauty, " fact, Mendcs
makes his latest appearance to the does a brilsilver screen with his new film l iant job of
"Jarhead, " It is tlie story of a young turning
the
man 's experience in the Gulf War, destruction of
based on the best-selling novel by war
into
a Gulf War veteran.
beautiful
Jake Gyllenhaal play s the veter- images.
In
an , a third-generation Marine one
scene,
named Anthony Swofford. The burning oil
film follows Swofford through fields glow in
training at boot camp and into the f l a m i n g
deserts of the Middle East where p l u m e s
he is deployed to protect the oil against the
WWW.M0VIE8,VAIIQ0,C0M
fields led by Staff Sergeant Siek , desert night
Jake Gyllenhaal plays Anthony Swofford in Jarhead. "
played by Jamie Foxx.
iis Sick arid
The film serves as the first real S w o f f o r d
portrait of tlie wars that our gener- watch in awe. Ultimatel y, most of included. Alter weeks in the desert,
ation has experienced. "Jarhead" the Marines leave without ever Swofford seems to be teetering on
isn 't the typical war movie. There liaving fired their guns, Swofford
is no actual combat in the film
Continued on Page 7
By ALLISON MICHALSKI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Money for College.
The Army is currently offering
sizeable bonuses of up to $20,000.
, In addition tc the cash bonuses,
you may qualif y for up to $70,000
, for college through the
Montgomery GI BUI arid Army
College Fund. Or you could Pay
back up to $65,000 of qualifying
student loans through the Army's
LoanRepaymentProgram. To find
out more, call (207) 873-2594

Wmslow
HOUSE OF PIZZA
.)' '[ B«.\y S*>v.iM • WW ilow, M'^'K'

2.0 7-872-0773

W« will match any of our competitor's deals!
Mofi-Sat11am-npm^e UCllVef Sun< Noon.10pm
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TlMML-Frf.
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DAVE '« BETT Y BEOW
. 47 Main St
Wateruaie, Mks
073-1010

"

7f30i «?,m.-12 Noon
ClosedSun. & Mon.

In the past three or four years,
CaliforniaTbased indie label
Vagrant Records-has—become-a—
breeding ground for the type of
jock-emo that claims to be "posthardcore" by boasting the likes of
From Autumn to Ashes and
Senses Fail. Coinciding with this
trend that sees more and more of
these bands rise up every day,
Vagrant has become something of
a major label farm system, It
allowed bands like Saves the Day
and Dashboard Confessional to
shed their indie roots, likewise
some of the more respectable acts
on the Vagrant roster slowly manage to wither into mediocrity, and
later to memory (The Get Up Kids,
the Anniversary and Hey Mercedes
are gone, and Hot Rod Circuit just
sucks these days).
Amidst all this crap, there was
one band that stood out like a beacon of artistic integrity: Koufax.
Their 2002 effort, "Social Life,"was
a gem of piano driven retro-pop a la
Hot Hot Heat, but garnered little to
no critical acclaim. Two reasons
account for this. The first is there
was a tiny Vagrant emblem on the
spine , which for many critics sends
up a red flag with the word "cmo"
written on it. The second is Vagrant
did next to nothing to promote the
album. Sandwiched between crap
and more crap, it seemed to this critic that Vagrant wouldn 't give
Koufax the time of day. The band
didn 't get the attention that some of
their label-mates did, and despite the
200-plus gigs they played in support
of the album, they wound up spending 2004 recording the follow-up
without label support.
Thus, with 2005's "Hard Times
are in Fashion," the third full-length
from the band, we sec their return to
their original label , Doghouse
Records. It 's a record that has flashes of brilliance, but shows us a band
seemingly lacking in inspiration .
Whereas "Social Life" was short but
strong from start to finish, tunes like
"Isabelle" on "Hard Times are in
Fashion" are mundane and can easily be passed over. Strangely, the
strongest songs are in the second
half of the record, which might as
well have been an EP release.
"Trouble Will Find You" sounds
the most like Koufax at their best, It
features slinking piano melodies

Hani Times are In Fashion

Koufax

and front-man Robert Suchan 's
characteristic croon, which can
make or break a song, and in this
case make it. On "Five Years of
Madness," with the chorus of "Five

Amidst all this
crap, there was
one band that
stood out like a
beacon of artistic
integrity: Koufax.
years of marriage was five years of
inadness/I know I have dug this
hole," his vocal style is particularly
effective, whereas on snoozxr
"Blind Faith ," there 's very little to
listen for. Koufax is at their best
when the piano emerges from the
rhythm section to become Suchan 's
counterpoint, such as the aforementioned "Trouble Will Find You," or
on "A Sad Man 's Face."
The closing track , "Colour Us
Canadian ," is the standout , with its
blatantly anti-American message
about the arrogance of United
States travelers on foreign soil.
There's no subtlety in a chorus of
"As wo traveled through each foreign land/We heard their j okes and
we wanted in /So we called ourselves Canadian/Yeah, colour us
Canadian." Even the spelling of the
song title says a lot about the sentiment of the song. The piano is at
the forefront of this song as well,
which plays to their best sound .
This band is clearly competent
and Suchan is a talented tunesmith
with a piano under his fingers, but
much of this album feels rushed and
I'd like to send it back to the kitchen
for some more cooking .

A musical campaign: Referendum
Gay Men 's Chorus unite 16 sing "Vote no on 1"
wouldn't want to "get used to it"?
Referendum was quickly followed
by a procession of men in white button-down shirts, black slacks and
matching suspenders. This, of
course, was the Maine Gay Men's
Chorus, conducted by Bruce Fithian
and accompanied by pianist,
Victoria Stubbs.
The Maine Gay Men's Ch6rus was
a nice second half to follow the talented Referendum. They began with
"Invocation and Instructions to the
Audience" by Stephen Sondheim; a
comical song, performed by soloist
Scott Furrow, that instructed the audience to stay quite and polite during
their act. The Maine Gay Men's
Chorus also belted out such favorites
as "Let's Dp it, Let's Fall in Love"by
Cole Porter, performed by Aaron
Gould, "It's a Grand Night for
Singing
by
Rogers
and
Hammerstein, and also some
Christmas favorites to plunge the
audience into thepre-Christrnasspirit.
These included "Christmas was meant
for Children" by Gordon Goodman,
performed by Jim Bishop, "Rudolf
the Red-nosed Reindeer" arranged by
Chad Weirick and "An Evening^.in
December" written by Tricia Walker
and performed by Scott Baril.
Overall, with their harmonizing voices and humorous antics, the Maine
Gay Men's Chorus evoked an uplifting spirit of celebration among audience members. In light of voting, the
Chorus concluded with "Everybody's
Got the Right"by Stephen Sondheim.
The concert was certainly an entertaining way to unite present and
future voters. Both Referendum and
the Maine Gay Men's Chorus gave
their all and successfully made their
message shine out in voice.

This last song, in particular, was well
received by the audience and shined
as an uplifting message to No on 1
"Say
what
you
supporters:
mean/mean what you say/don't let
anything stand in your way." "Maine
Won't Discriminate" has been proclaimed the theme song for the "No
on 1" campaign and can be heard at
mainewontdiscriminate.com.
Another key point in Referendum's

By JULIE WILSON
A&E EDITOR

Referendum, a four-person a
capella group, and the Maine Gay
Men's Chorus united to celebrate
their musical talent, as well as support the legal protection of gay and
lesbian rights in Maine , on Sunday,
Nov. 6. It's common knowledge by
now that this past week was a very
important time for Maine voters. This
concert served as a reminder to voters, not only to vote—but to "Vote No
on P and, thus, help to uphold a new
law that prohibits discrimination on
the basis of sexual orientation in
employmenti housing, education and
public accommodation. And by the
swarms of people that filled Given
Auditorium, the support for voting
"no" on Question 1 was clear.
The show began with a wide array
of repertoire from Referendum. "We
are Referendum, and we are delighted
to be at Colby," Catherine Eliot
announced, before jumping into song.
Referendum stars Peter Allen,
Barbara Beckelman, Eliot and
Shirsten Lundblad and was formed in
1998, in response to the overturn of a performance was a four part song in
bill that guaranteed the legal protec- which they involved the audience.
tion of gay and lesbians rights in Through call and response, they first
Maine. When this anti-discrimination taught the audiencef=two lyrical lines
law was repealed, they described it as ("Get up off of that thang and dance
"a great step backward." However, you'll feel better/get up off of that
Referendum perseveres as "a rallying thang and try to relieve some prescry for love, resistance and courage." sure") and then proceeded to teach
Referendum not only performed, bases, tenors, altos and sopranos in
they sang brilliantly. Their repertoire the audience their respective harincluded such favorites as "Seasons of monies. It was then that Referendum
Love" from the musical Rent, "My began to toy with the word "dance"—
Old Romance" and "Stand by Me." replacing it will "sing," "shake,"
They also performed an African "shout" and, finally, "vote!" "We're
Medley, "Down by the Riverside" and here, we're queer-get used to it"Allen
a self-written and arranged song announced with a laugh. With
called "Maine Won't Discriminate." Referendum's carrying voices, who

This past week
was a very
important time
for Maine voters. This concert served as a
reminder to voters, not only to
vote—but to
"Vote no on r

Sketch comedy in Page

BILL WHITLEDGE/THE C0L0V ECHO

Sketch comedy group Slightly Known People visited Colby 's Page
Common Room once again last Saturday night.

__

Julie Goell
She earned her
undergraduate
ST/OTWRITER
degree
in
Theatre Arts at
'"Commedia dell' arte is sort of E m e r s o n
and
a slapstick physical theatre. It College
involves a developing storyline eventuallywent
that looks confusing and disastrous on to graduate
iri the middle, but usually ties school at the
together in the end. As visiting University of
guest artist/professor/director Julie S o u t h e r n
Goell knows a lot about it and will Maine.
"During
bring her 30 years of expertise in
DANA EISENBERO/THE COLBY ECHO
those
years, I
thethis strange-yet-entertaining
Visiting
guest
artist/professor/director
Julie Goell
really got into
atre genre to Colby.
"It's something you actually commedia because of its spontane- in "Opening Night Carmen,"
have to see to understand," Goell ity and use of improvisation. It's an which was also a one-persbrt cornexplains. To see it all you have to art form that has been and contin- media act about a custodian acting
do is visit the Stnder Theatre on ues to be consistently rewritten out the famous opera Carmen and
through both physical and verbal pretending her cleaning supplies
Nov. 17, 18 and 19.
On those dates, Colby will get a improvisation. Even some of the were supporting actors.
With this expertise and experidifferent flavor of theatre with "A actors you'll see in 'A Servant to
Servant to Two Masters," a physical Two Masters* are constantly impro- ence in the art of commediai Goell
comedy about a servant trying to vising their actions and words. You had a lot to teach her students and
serve two masters at the same time. just give them a script, and they her cast members during the past
two months. As of press time, the
"The servant is destitute, hungry, take it from there."
but fortunately clever," Goell
Goell has taken her expertise to cast of "Servant" are going through
explained. "He serves two masters many colleges, including Boston tech week , the strenuous .week
out of a great need for money, and University,
University
of before the show when the lights,
the comedy is in his performing a Connecticut,
University
of scenery and costumes need to be
practical juggling act trying to serve Southern Maine and, most recently, set up. "It's been stressful getting
these two people without every- Colby. Not only is she directing "A the show together," Goell said,
thing blowing up in his face."
Servant to Two Masters" and "but the cast is very well commitOn top of this general plot, there teaching a related course called ted through the tough times."
"These guys have been great,"
are also three intertwined love sto- "Eccentric Performing," but she
ries, one of which involves a and her husband have also per- Goell said about the cast, "They 've
woman cioss-dressing as a man to formed commedia acts at Strider given up a lot of time and effort to
find her lover in Venice. Sound back in early September. Her hus- make this show possible. I don't
confusing? Well, it is when you band, Avner "The Eccentric" Goell, even know how they manage to do
read about it, but then again, you performed a one-man play called this show and be students at the
have to see it in order to appreciate "Exceptions to Gravity," where he same time. This is really time-conits ridiculousness.
played a clown who struggled to suming, but they 've been really
Goell herself has seen a lot of pick multiple things up without one committed to this. We still have
commedia deH'arte since she has or all of them eventually falling some work to do, but this will be a
been directing it since the mid-70s. from his grasp. Goell herself acted great show!"

By DAN BURKE

JARHEAD: Momfern

Beer Review

Continued From Page 6

the brink of insanity as he points his
loaded rifle into the face of his comi rade.r.The violence of war; instead, is
replaced by a look into the young
minds of the men and •women who
serve our country.
Gyllenhaal's performance is seamless as Swofford plunges into madness;
these are definitely not the days of
"Donnie Darko." The film ultimately
becomes a sad portrait of these troubled men who are fighting an enemy
they cannot see in a place they do not
understand, all for a cause of which
they are completely unaware.
Some critics have criticized the
film, citing an unfulfilled feeling, but
perhaps this is Mendes' intention. As
an audience, we are, in effect, put in
the position of Swofford and the others. Things are not always what they
seem. The trailer for "Jarhead"—the
music, the violence, the glory—is
not at all an accurate portrayal of the
film; if you went into the theater
expecting an action-packed war film,
you undoubtedly came out disappointed. If, however, you recognize
the film for portray ing more of the
psycholog ical aspects of war,
Mendes will
not disappoint.
"Welcome to the Suck."
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_ -, ,) The 31st Echo Biennial Art Competition.
( 0F/* Coming this spring and judged by an algorithm. Really.
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English Special Bitters
By PATLIZOTTE
STAF WRITER

After drinking good booze last
weekend atThe Legacy Dinner courtesy of Colby, I thought I would continue my classy streak. This week we
sampled three English Pale Ales
known for their moderate bitterness
and tinge of sweetness. Joining me in
this week in the privilege of sampling
Redhook ESB, Shipyard Old
Thumper and Geary's Pale Ale were
swimmers Ian Cross '07, Patrick
Dean '07, veteran reviewer Chris
"The Chris Guy" Russoniello '06 and
rising beer review star Blake Foster
'07. (Although Foster is only 20 and

The lewdness
began after
Foster described
the Geary's bottle: "What it
lacks in length, it
makes up for in
girth and goes
down smooth."
therefore could not consume the beer,
he has an uncanny knack for surmising the taste and consistency of beer
simply by look at the bottle.)
We were excited about tlie Red
Hook because, costing $8 a six pack
as it did, none of us had ever tried it.
The Chri s Guy commented first , saying that tlie beer tasted "sweet, sweet
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like the lips of that 35 year old woman The Chris Guy appreciated the flaI made out with on that plane from vor. He had to admit , "I could not get
Utah." Cross called him out: "Chris a girl to drink a lot of this."
Guy, this beer has a better chance of
Wc began feeling the effects of
getting ass on an airplane than you." the first two beers when we moved
on to the Geary 's, saving the best for
We all laughed like bastards.
Foster, however, was downtrod- last. The lewdness began after
den. Holding the bottle in his hand , Foster described the Geary 's bottle:
visibly conflicted , he said , "This is a "What it lacks in length , it makes up
problem because I have a midterm for in girth and goes down smooth."
tomorrow that I was going to study That prompted The Chris Guy to
for and I just sobered up [ figuratively, ponder, "1 wonder if a girl has ever
because I was already sober to begin used a beer bottle to get off? " Cross
with as a 20-year old.]" Hopefully ensured us he could "verify lhat in
Jason Opal doesn 't read The Echo. 30 seconds on the internet." I still
Dean rcfocused our attention on the maintain that the internet is a basbeer. He touched on the subtle flavor, tion of usefu l information.
It was clear that Foster bud not
"This is a little bitter, but not quite."
Cross chimed in with, "I agree it 's had sex in a while because lie was
tasty, but you could still funnel this." still preoccup ied with the shape of
Foster was vicariously unimpressed the bottle. "It 's short and inadethrough his fellow reviewers. "It's not quate ," he commented, which hurt
distinctive," he said, "just like how The Chris Guy 's pride. "1 think it 's
every girl has the same pair of unnec- pretty adequate ," he responded,
essarily short-ass shorts that say Once again , Cross maintained, "I can
'juicy ' on them."
definitely verify that on the interFoster was right. The Redhook net." At this point , Dean pointed out
was ordinary, and a lot of girls do that none of the thre e bottles had
have ass shorts. We popped open alcohol contents listed on the labels,
bottles of old Thumper next, and it "1 feel the cheaper the beer, the largdid not disappoint. "It has more n -cr the font listing the alcohol conbite to it," began Cross, "It's sweet in tent ," he said . Redhook RSI) ,
the beginning, but has a little bit of a Shipyard Old Thumper, and Geary 's
bitter aftertaste. " "It has more of an pale Ale are not cheap beers. All
amber hue and it's a little heavier," three were delicious, but when all
continued Dean. "Since I'm rating was said and done, Geary 's took the
beers on manliness tonight I have to win 3-0 on taste, 1-0 on appearance
give this the edge over Thumper." and reviewers reactions.

John Wheelock '06
{ MEN 'S RUGBY

Nick Stielau *06
MEN 'S RUGBY

Back's Captain Wheelock has led Colby men's
rugby through a very successful season, which included a long winning streak. Wheelock himself is a valuable player to the team. He scored a 3 point drop kick
in Colby 's 30-5 win over Bowdoin on Oct. 22.
Wheelock also added a try against Maine Maritime in
Colby's 54-0 victory on Sept. 24.
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Stielau hais been an instrumental part of Colby's
rugby feam and is frequently cited for his superb tack- '
. ling .and his ability to make it through the competition's defense. Stielau had a try in Colby's 30-5 victory
over Bowdoin on Oct. 22, despite being injured. He
tackled well against Bowdoin on Oct, 15, helping the
Mules earn the 16-3 win.

Laura Williamson '07

Liza Benson '07
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Goalkeeper Benson has had an outstanding season,
in which she has been recognized by the NESCAC and
ECAC. She finished the season tied for first place in
saves, with a total of 95 for the season. Benson also tied
for first place in the shutouts category. She made two
key saves in NESCAC semifinal victory over Amherst
College after the match went into a shoot out

Inhn Swain 'Oft
CROSS COUNTRY

.

Kara McCabe '06
WOMEN'S SOCCER

.
i
ECHO FILE PHOTO '

Williamson moved her way up to second on Colby's
all time scoring list this season, with a total of 81
points in her three years playing for the Mules. She is
ranked second in the NESCAC for points, with a total
of 25 this season. Williamson is also second in the
NESCAC for points per game and she leads the way
for game-winning goals with four.

Dan VassalIo '07
CROSS COUNTRY

NOAH BALAZS/ THE COLBY ECHO .

Senior captain and midfielder McCabe finished her
Colby soccer career impressively. She had a goal
against Bowdoin. McCabe also tallied a goal against .
Trinity onSept. 24. She added an assist against Husson
on Oct.-20, as well as another goal ^gainst the Oct, 29 .
2-2 tie to Bates. While being influential up fiont for the
Mules, McCabe also played defensively for Colby.

Caitlin Cleaver '06
VOLLEYBALL
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FOOTBALL
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Quarterback Smith has been key to Colby's 6-1 record
this season and was honored as NESCAC Offensive
Player of the Week. He had three touchdown passes
against Hamilton as well as having a 52-yard scoring run
to earn the Mules the 34-20 victory. In the season opener
against Williams, Smith threw for 207 yards and four
touchdowns in the 35-9 thrashing.

Kaitlin Adams '06
VOLLEYBALL
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JUstin Smith '07

NOAH DAIAZS/ THE COLBY ECHO

Swain has been turning heads in his first season
competing for Colby. He finished in sixth place in leading the Mules at the Maine State Meet, earning AllState honors. Swain also led Colby with his 20lffplace
Finish at the NESCAC championships. He was also the
top finisher for£olby at Open New England's.

Captain Vassallo has been the leader for Colby
throughout much of the season and has improved his
times by over a minute since last season. Vassallo led
the team at the University of Massachusetts at
Dartmouth Invitational on Sept. 17, finishing 3$th,
while taking second place at the Bowdoin meet on
Sept. 24.

Cleaver has had an impressive season at Colby as
she leads and captains the NESCAC champions. She
earned NESCAC honors earlier this season and is
ranked th ird in the NESCAC for kills. In the NESCAC
championshi p match against Tufts, she had 15 kills and
25 digs, while giving Ihe team 10 kills , 16 digs and
three blocks in the semifinals against Williams.

Adams has undeniably been a huge asset to the
Mules this season, leading |he team to,, become
NESCAC champions. She earned NESCAC honors
and is ranked first in the league for hitting percentage.
Adams led the Mules in their semifinal match against
Williams, with 15 kills and six blocks while adding
nine kills and three blocks in the finals against Tufts,

Nicole Stadelman '06

Kyla Wagman '07

Mary Clare Snediker '09
FIELDHOCKEY

Matt Aschaffenburg '06
GOLF

HELD HOCKEY

NOAH BWWS/THfcUQUiy «-NQ

Midfielder and captain Stadelman scored in the last
minutes of the Amherst same on Oct, 15 to break a 1) tie and give, the Mules the NESCAC win they were
looking for ^tadelman kept the pressure cm <?olby 's
competitors offensively as well as defensively f iotr}
her
midfield position. She Is third on tlie team for shots
ta4:en, firing bff23 throughc>ut the season. ,

FIELDHOCKEY

NOAH DMAZS/1Nt UOLUY ICIIO

Defender and captain Wagman has been a huge
presence on the field this season for the Mules. She
assisted Mary Claire Snedikcr '09 who got the Mules
on the board against Middlebury. Wagman had a goal
of her own against Bowdoin with just minutes remaining on the clock. She is ranked fourth on the team for
shots, with 19 this season.
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First-year' Snedik^W tbe^
t
Mules 'this.'scittsoriias Ate tepti'J! leading scorer. She Is
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Senior Aschaffenburg has been an instrumental part
of the golf team over the years, after claiming"thc CBB
title last year, He had the top score for Colby at
NESCAC championships, finishing with a score of
172. Additionally, Aschaffenburg hud a score of 91 at
the Sidd Farr Invitational on Sept. 24, where the Mules
took fourth place.

"

Lauren Erickson '06

Nani Phillips '06

WOMEN'S RUGBY

WOMEN'S RUGBY

PACK
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Forward's captain Erickson has had an important
impact on the Colby squad and is an integral part of
the scrum. She is a very good tackier and an overall
strong, solid player -who loves the game of rugby.She
has scored a try for the women this season and works
with the offensive line.

Karen Prisby '07

Jess Minty '06

FOOTBALL

FOOTBALL
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Back's captain Phillips plays scrum half for the
Colby squad and is extremely passionate about rugby
and is devoted to the team. She is a strong tackier and
has superb passing skills. One of her areas of strength
is that she works hard to connect the forwards and the
backs together: She is extremely important to the team
in that she calls all the plays for the back line.

Mike Bracco '06

Michael Tomich '06
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Wide receiver Tomich had two touchdowns and
made six catches for 131 yards in Colby 's 28-16 victory over Tufts, a performance which earned him
NESCAC honors. He added four catches in a 20-7 win
against Mi'ddlebury as well as three catches against
Hamilton, twc-ofwhich were touchdown catches.
¦
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Bracco has been leading the Mules defensively and
was recognized by the NESCAC as Defensive Player
of the Week. He had nine tackles and one interception
against Tufts and 13 tackles against Bates. Against
Wesleyan, he had a forced fumble, a fumble recovery,
an interception, a pass breakup and seven tackles.

Prisby has led Colby in the last three races. She led
the Mules to winning the Maine State title and was
crowned individual state champion for her first place
finish .After finishing in fourth place at the NESCAC
championships, she was named to the first AllNESCAC team.

Minty was the leader for the Mules at their first
meets. She won the University of Massachusetts
hrvitational, as well as the Bowdoin-Colby meet.
Minty placed second ~at the Maine State Meet and
earned All-State honors and AII-NESCAC honors for
her sixth place finish at NESCACs.
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Jenny Lawrence '09
VOLLEYBALL

.v-

Ben Crane '06

Tracy Male '07

Tom Gildersleeve '07
TENNIS

TENNIS

TENNIS
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Crane took on a huge leadership role this season as
the only senior on the tennis team and had quite a successful season. With doubles partner Bryan Brown '09,
Crane took a victory over Wheaton in the 'A' flight at
the Middlebury Invitational. Crane's greatest victory
came when he won the singles 'B' flight championship
at the Wnllach Invitational , defeating four players.

Eric Legere '07

Daniel Kiernan '07
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Legere will be a leader for Colby golf next season
after a number of exciting finishes this fall. He had the
second lowest for Colby golf at the Bowdoin
Invitational, with a total score of 180. At the CBB
meet, Legere recorded the lowest score for the Mules,
with a 85. Legere ulso had the second lowest score for
the Mules at the NESCAC championships.

MEN 'S SOCCER

NOMIDAIAW THE C01HY WHO

NOAH IIMA7!I/THE COLI1Y ECHO

Kiernan switched front forward to defense this season where he performed extremely well to the benefit
of the team. Kiernan had a goal against Husspn
College, as well as an assist against St. Joseph's and an
assist against Amherst College, While Kiernan's work
on the offensive end has been important, his largest
contributions come from his play as a defender.
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Gildersleeve claimed the singles 'D' flight championship title at Bates' Wallach Invitational this season,
defeating three consecutive players to end up on top. In
the finals match for tlie title, Gildersleeve overcame an
original deficit to take the win 3-6, 6-3, 10-5, defeating
an opponent from Bowdoin. Gildersleeve finished the
season with a 3-2 record in singles.

Will Kinder '08

MEN 'S SOCCER
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. ; Captain Salmon had an impressive season for the
golfteam in his lost year at Colby. Salmonhadthe low', jpjf score for the Mules at the University of Maine at
; ^Fwrittlngton Invitational, with an 89. He- finished with
„ ^''jMttae scored the Colby-Bstfos-Bo^toin ttjwt on
vJSept,17. At ttie MaineState Tournamenton Sept 16,

1>
iiiti|^Vth
>^«P^'
.0 ^o^,of 92.
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Nalestepged vpto the first singles position this fall
and had a very impressive season. She easily beat her
University of Southern Maine opponent, Nale also
took a win from Wesleyan University, She also had a
number of wins with doubles partner Ginny Raho '06,
including wins to Smith College, Tufts University and
Southern Maine.

GOLF
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David Salmon '06
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First-year standout Lawrence has kicked off her collegiate career impressively. She was named NESCAC
Player of the Week and is second in the NESCAC for
service aces. She is ranked fifth in the NESCAC for
assists. She had 42 assists and 10 kills in the NESCAC
finals match against Tufts, while chipping in 39 assists
and five aces against Williams in tlie semifinal match.
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Kinder has been an essential member of the Mules
this season, taking on both defensive and offensive
roles. Kinder had a diving header to tie up the match
against Bowdoin , bringing the game into overtime. He
also had an unassisted goal against Connecticut
College' to break a l-l tic; the goal proved to be the
game winner.

Volleyball crowned NE SCAC champs
By LAURA WILUAMSON
STAFF WRITER
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Cait Cleaver '06 smacks the ball in the finals match against Tufts:

Subvarsity cross country teams

The Colby volleyball team defeated
Tufts University in the New England
Small Co liege Athletic Conference
championship on Sunday afternoon on
their home court to capture the league
championship for the first time in
school history. A feat that requires
hard work and complete dedication
was made to look effortless as Colby
won nine straight games in the three
Wesleyan
defeating
matches
University, Williams College and
Tufts University all by a score of 3-0;
In the first match of the tournament
on Friday, top seeded Colby took on
eighth seed Wesleyan. Defeating the
Cardinals by a score of 3.-0 (30-22; 3021, 30-19), Colby moved on to , the
WESCAC semifinal round. With 11
kills on the night, Tri-Captain Megan
Devlin '06 surpassed the 1,000 career
kill mark to go along with 13 digs. TriCaptain Caitlin Cleaver '06 finished
the match with 10 kills , and four
blocks, while Tri-Captain Kaitlin
Adams '06 tallied 'nine kills and three
blqcks on the night. Jenny Lawrence
'09 had 26 assists and seven digs, as

Kendall Kirby '07 finished with 11
digs and four aces.
In the semifinal round Saturday,
Colby faced four-time defending
NESCAC champions' Williams.
However, the Mules did not allow
Williams' previous Subcesses to be a
factor as they swept the Ephs 3-0 (3019, 30-16, 30-21). "We came out oh
fire and put pressure on Williams'
best hitter, Annie Dennison (who had
30 kills in our match the previous
weekend). We were able to.block two
of her first three swings and it just
took her out of her game completely.
We went up 12-1 and never looked
back," said Head Coach Candice
Parent. Lawrence had an incredible
match with 39 assists, 11 digs and
five aces. Adams tallied 15 kills and
six blocks, while Cleaver had 16
dogs, 10 kills and three blocks on the
match. Devlin finished with 16 digs
and eight kills, as Mariah Daly '06
had seven kills and three blocks;
Kirby also added 26 digs.
On Sunday afternoon , Colby took
on Tufts University in the match that
would decide the 2005 NESCAC
Champions. By ascore of .3-0 (30-28,
30-27, 30-23), : Colby defeated the
Jumbos, earning the title of NESCAC

champions in front of 4heir home
crowd. The win wastruly a team effort
as everyone stepped it up. Cleaver finished with 25 digs, 15 kills and two
blocks, while Adams added nine kills,
three blocks and four digs. Devlin was
close to breaking the school record for
digs in a three game match with 31
(previous record of 32), to go along
with eight kills. Daly had 10 digs (a
career high) and eight kills. Lawrence
had another solid match with 42
assists and 10 digs, as Julie Hike '07
had six kills and two blocks, while
Cassie Sancartier '09 had 12 digs for a
sohd team effort. Kirby finished with
22 digs and two aces as she passed the
ball in serve receive flawlessly. "What
a tremendous match to be a part of! I
love the fact that everyone stepped up
their games to pull together and play
the best defense I have seen this team
ever play," Parent said.
I have never played on a team that
is so mentally tough. We all -had it in
our heads that we Would win the
matches and hot let our season end.
We definitely put everything we bad
into those games and it really paid off.
Our defense allowed us to win the
matches. The fans were absolutely
amazing as well and we will need

Volleyblingo
libero: a defensive player
-who plays only in the
tack row and cannot complete an attack hit, block
or attempt to block
Dig: passing a spiked or
rapidly hit ball
Kill: an attack that results
in an immediate point or
side-out
Assist: passing or setting
the ball to a teammate
who attacks the ball for a
kill

¦

Set: when the ball is
directed to a point where
a player can spike it
everyone s support for this coming
weekend," Cleaver said.
Colby will host the New England
Regional NCAA tournament. They are
the top see and will face eighth seeded
Mount Ida on Thursday night at 8;30
P-iri. .

Football defeats Jumbos 28-16, now 6-1 in NESCAC

perform impressively at ECACs
By TODD LOHSEN
STAFF WRITER

Colby : men's cross country has
found hope in a new taper and the
women's cross country team showed
off its depth at the Eastern College
Athletic Conference Division III
Championships at Connecticut
College last Saturday.
Colby women's cross country finished sixth out of 29 teams, further
establishing Colby's reputation as a
powerhouse of Division III women's
cross country. The team was forced to
adapt their training in anticipation of
the course, which was longer than
most of the races in which the team
participated earlier this year. "There
were virtually no hills, which was nice
for the women since it was our first 6 k
of the season," Betsy Littlefield '07
said. "We've Been running 5k's all
fall... so we appreciated the flatness of
the course because of the extra distance we had to run."
Overall , the race was a success for
the Colby women. "We were looking
to place anywhere between sixth and
tenth," Littlefield said. "The depth of
our second seven team was shown this
weekend,., six of our seven runners
finished within 36 seconds of the first
place finisher."
First-year
standout
Devan
FitzPatrick '09 finished in sixth place
despite running with an injured knee.
Fitzl'atrick had been coping with illiotibial band syndrome before the race
and had difficulty running in die days
leading up to the competition.
Colby's sixth place finish came
with an added bonus for the women 's
subvarsity squad as they narrowl y
edged out Conn College on their
home course, "We were really looking
to outrun [them] because we've been
neck-and-neck all season ," Kirsten
Davis '07 said, who finished fourth
among Colby 's runners. Conn College
finished in eighth place, trailing Colby
by 42 points.
The mom 's subvarsity team finished
19th out of a field of 38. John Hall '09
and John. D. Waller '07 both beat
their former personal-bests by an
entire minute and Bryan Gattis "07
also closed out the season with a
strong race that broke his previous
personal record, Alex Gill '08 led the
men's team with a time of 27:25, earning him a spot on the men 's varsity
roster for the New England Division
HI Qualifier this Saturday.
Waller cited the success to a new

fitness plan designed by head coach
and former "NCAA Division III
steeplechase-chanipien-Tedd—Coffin
'83. "We all were^oTrTsrJd's new radical taper training plan the week
before ECACs and I think it worked
out pretty well," Waller explained.
"We were testing it for the varsity
guys that are going to be running this
Saturday. We cut our miles way back
the week before the race, running 15
miles last week instead of the fortyfive miles we ran the week before.
The idea is to give your legs a solid
week to recover."
The men 's varsity team is eagerly
anticipating this weekend's Division
III race after viewing the results of
Coffin 's new regimen. "It was really
a good weekend, and it says a lot
about the effectiveness of the taper,"
Dan Vassallo '07 said. "I'm looking
forward to how the varsity guys do
with the taper."
"I would say that all the guys clown
there that were closing out their seasons left the race feeling good about
what they had accomplished over the
past couple of months," Waller said,
"The team definitely had its up and
downs over the course of the season,
but il was nice for us to end it on a
positive note with some solid performances and good times ."

CHRISTINA TALMW3E/THE COLDV ECHO

Mike Bracco '06 runs with the bail while Michael Tomich '06 looks on. Running backs Aaron Siepka '06 and Chris Bashaw '08 combined for
226 yards of rushing in the victory. Although the Mules were down in the fir stquarter, they came hack from a 16- 7 deficit in the second quarter
after Justin Smith '07 hooked up with Tomich for a 44-yard scoring play. Siepka had a two-yard scoring run in the third quarter and a one-yard
scoring run in the final quarter to give the Mules the win. Andrew Heaney '07 led the defense with 11 tackles.

Women 's soccer season ends to Tuf ts in semif inals , 2-1
By LINDSAY BARADA
STAFF WRITER

The Colby women 's soccer team
partici pated in their first New Hngland
Small College Athletic Con ference
semifinal game this past Saturday.
Seventh seeded Colby traveled lo topseeded Tufts University only lo accept
a devastating 2-1 loss, knocking the
Mules out of the playoffs.
Colby 's last appearance in the
NESCAC tournament was in 2000
when they were knocked out 3-2 by
Bowdoin College in the quarterfinals.
Colb y, ranked fifth in the New
Rngland Regions , advanced to the
semifinals after upsetting second
seeded Amherst College in penalty
kicks after a double overtime 0-0 tic.
Tufts is ranked ninth nationall y and
first in the New England Region. One
of the two losses the Jumbos suffered
was at the hands of the Colby Mules

in a 2-0 setback in the season opener
for both schools.
Co-Captain Kaitli n llerliliy '06
exp lained , "On any given d;iy anything can happen; they didn 't play up
to their potential when we beat (hem
and we didn 't play up to our potential
when they beat us'. That 's what's so
weird about our Ieague;there is no one
that is ' supposed to win ' — literally
anything can happen."
Tufts , determined lo continue their
7-0 undefeated home streak , emerged
fast and uggressively and maintained
this pace for most of the game. They
utilized a direct style of piny which
kept the ball from the middle of the
field , an area that the Mules like to
control, by having their defense send
long balls to their forwards the entire
game. The Mules ' defense -was certainly tested with the continuous
speed of the Jumbos and constant
bombardment of shots. Tufts out-shot
Colby by a margin of 11-8 and regis-

tered many scoring opportunities think we kept fighting the whole game; the 2-1 deficit.
For the three seniors on the team it
which included one that hit the goal we could have given up after they
vyas
their last collegiate game as .socscored
their
second
post five minutes
cer
players. Over their college
goal ," Co-Captain
into the competition.
Kara McCabe '06 careers, Kelly DeLong '06, McCabe
Fourteen minutes
"The rind llerliliy have had an overall
expressed.
later , Tufts garnered
team has shown record of 27-22-7 and were able lo
a goal and a I -0 edge
resilience all year commemorate their fours years ol
over Colby.
long and 1 think wc play by making their first NESCAC
Towards the end
should be very appearance as seniors ,
of the first half ,
"It was a breakout season for the
proud of everything
Colby regained their
that we've accom- program in making our first NESCAC
composure
and
plished this season." l'inal Four appearance since the tourmaintained possesAs the minutes nament began in 2000," Coach
sion of the ball , but
licked down and the Jennifer HoLslcn recapped. "We were
were unable to make
style of play bor- undefeated at home and had a winning
anything
happen.
dered on frantic, record in the NESCAC, the most comTufts ' defense did nn
incredible job in stiKara McCabe '06 Laura Williamson petitive league in the country. The
'07 intercepted a team really needed to experience thi.s
lling the Mules '
Captain
clearing
attempt by run into the playoffs—you really have
olfcn.se through conthe
Jumbos ' to have played those pressure games
stant pressure on
defense and fired a shot from the top to learn how to win a championship.
Colby 's forwards.
Less than two minutes into the sec- of the box. The goal breathed new life With 21 players returning next year, I
ond half , the Jumbos increased the into the Mules, but with four minutes know this season was a step toward
scoring gup with a second goal. "I left , Colby wus unable to overcome future success. "

I think we kept
fighting the
whole game; we
could have
given up after
they scored
their second
goal.

